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inside also inside
of summer
Contemplating Faces
Conference-goers, theatre-makers
a

campus

& campus-fixers keep the season

lively

Savers of souls or destroyers of culture?
Alumni missionaries Gordon & Evon Laman strike the
balance in Japan

“Alumni for admissions”
Ask what your college has done for you. Then ask what
you can do for your college.

CAMPUS NOTES
Quote, Unquote

is

an

eclective sampling

of things being said at and about

'

Hope.

Summer is a time for contentments, but
one needs help achieving that state — say,,
for instance,if the maillot wasn't quite as
minimizing as planned or if the monthlong visit to Austria turned out to be a
half-hour in the VienneseCoffee Shop at
Hope's Village Square — then consider
these thoughts, straight from the Hope
Summer Repertory Theatre stage:
if

"

'Tis the

mind

makes the body

that

rich;

And

as the sun breaks through the
darkest clouds
So honor peereth in the meanest habit.
What, is the jay more precious than the
lark

Because his feathers are more beautiful?
Or is the adder better than the eel
Because his painted skin contents the
eye?
Petruchio, in

"The Taming

of the

Shrew"

"Let dreamersdream what worlds they
please.

Those Edens can't be found.
The sweetest flow'rs, the fairest trees
Are grown in solid ground."
Cunegonde and others, in "Candide"

• •

•

From an alumni reunion brochure: "Last
year I once heard my son, age 9, casually
say to a friend, T'm either going to Hope
or Harvard.' I didn't know he'd ever heard
of

Harvard."

• •

•

A recent survey of high-school juniors
and seniors reports that "40 percent of
them believeprivate collegesare better
than public colleges and are worth the
extra cost."
The survey was done by Kane, Parsons
Associates of New York for Jan Krukowski
Associates of New York, which does market research for colleges.

• •

•

Princeton and Rice's dropped by a cool
$15 million each, and many other colleges
have watched their endowments shrink
over the past year as the stock market
declined.How did Hope fare?
Vice President for Finance Bill Anderson
reports that Hope's endowment didn't take
much of a beating, since funds were heavily invested in bonds and not stocks.
Hope hires investment managers from
outside the College to manage endowment
funds.
"Generally, over the long run we try to
manage our endowment so that the performance is severalpoints ahead of inflation,"
Anderson notes.

• •

•

"I left Hope with my arrogance intact,
and now I find myself on my knees,"
writes Nancy Flier 71 Forest in an essay in
the ad hoc anchor (copies availableby
writing Rich Williams, 248 Raritan Ave.,
HighlandPark, N.J. 08904). She also observes that she now never says the following: Far out. Out of sight. Right on.
Irrelevantand The Most important thing is
that you do what you want to do. Instead,
she frequently finds herselfsaying: Don't
talk with your mouth full. Can we afford
it?. How about a nice quiet evening at
home. Because 1 said so and, happily for
her, I love you.

Hope College alumni have reached another milestone in the support of their alma
mater.

A grand total of 6,167 alumni contributed
$675,948 to the 1983—84 Alumni Fund, according to national Alumni Association President Marjorie Lucking French. The level of
participation was 43 percent,almost twice the
national average of 23 percent.
The goal for 1983-84 was $675,000.
The growth in Hope alumni support the
past decade has been significant. In 1973 the
level of alumni participation
was 28 percent.
The previous high was 42 percent participation in 1978. The average alumni gift in
1983-84 was $109.60 — an increasefrom $103
the previous year.

Hope's history.Last fall there were 525
freshmenand 129 transfer students.
Total enrollment for this fall is projectedat
2,530, a figure which stands in the College's
records as the highest-ever enrollment,
achieved in the fall of 1982.

Hope has been selected for inclusion in
the third edition of Peterson'sCompetitive
Colleges just published by Peterson'sGuides
of Princeton, N.J.
This new edition presents data profiles of
the 302 colleges and universities that consistently have more applicantswith aboveaverage credentials than they can accept.This
group of colleges representsless than 10 percent of all American institutions of higher
education.

Several classes reached milestones. For the
first time a class went over $30,000; the Class
of 1964 (20th reunion) contributed $33,436.
Hope has been selected as one of the
Four classes went over $20,000: 1949 (35th
top 336 colleges in the U.S., according to
reunion) — $24,515; 1959 (25th reunion)
the third editionof Rugg's Recommendations
$20,771; I960— $24,460; 1965— $22,469.
on the Colleges.Included in the study were
The eight reunion classes contributed
1,400 four-year colleges and universities. In
$144,056, or 21 percent of total alumni conparticular the political science, geology, chemtributions.The average gift from reunion
istry and biology departments were cited.
class. donors was $165.

—

An expanded 10-event Great Perforthe 1984-85 ac- mance Series, including three concerts by
ademic year will be held Tuesday, Aug. 28, at
the Grand Rapids Symphony, has been an7:30 p.m. in Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
nounced for the 1984-85 academic year.
The speaker will be Everett Kleinjans '43,
The series is sponsored by the Hope ColPh.D., recently retired president of the
lege Cultural Affairs Committee and is open
East/WestCenter in Honolulu,Hawaii.
to the public. A season ticket ad appears on
The event will formally begin Hope's "Inpage 3 of this issue.
ternationalYear," which will include a variety of events and artivities to increase
The wrestlingprogram has been dropped
awareness of internationalaffairs and to probecause the sport has been discontinued by
mote a better sense of global interdependence
the Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic
among students and faculty.
Association.
Kleinjans will receive an honorary degree.
Honorary degrees will also be presented to
Getting to and from Holland has bethe Rev. Dr. J. Coert Rylaarsdamof Chicago, come easier since Amtrak began offering
111., and Dr. Vivian Behrmann Hartman of
daily, round-trip train servicefrom Grand
Potomac,Md. Rylaarsdam, a 1931 Hope grad- Rapids, Mich., to Chicago, 111., with stops in
uate, is emeritus professor of Old Testament
Holland, Bangor, St. Joseph, and New BufTheology at the University of Chicago and
falo, Mich., as well as in Hammond/ Whiting,
MarquetteUniversity. Hartman, a 1934 Hope Ind. In Chicago Amtrak offers connections to
graduate, is a retired research physiologist,
more than 475 places in the U.S.
previously associatedwith Detroit'sHenry
Ford Hospital.
Kodjopa Attoh, associate professorof geResidence halls open on Aug. 25, with
ology, has receiveda $7,500 grant from Refreshmen orientationscheduled for Aug. 25search Corporation to support his study of
27.
metamorphism of early proterozoicrocks in
Classes for all students begin on Aug. 28 at
Northern Michigan.
8:00 a.m. and will be in session on Sept. 3,
Labor Day.
Elton J. Bruins, Evert J. and Hattie E.
Opening convocation for

Enrollment has exceeded goals, with 660
freshmen and 110 transferstudents anticipated. This is the largest freshman class in

Blekkink Professor of Religion,has been
for the arts and humanities,
fillinga vacancy created by the appointment
of the former dean, Jacob E. Nyenhuis, to the

named dean
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TWO

EVERETT KLEINJANS
positionof provost last spring.
A member of the facultysince 1966, Bruins
has been chairmanof the religion department
since 1977.

He is a 1950 graduate of Hope College,
earned divinitydegrees from Western and
Union Theological Seminaries and holds the
Ph.D. from New York University.
He has chaired the College'sarchives committee,been a representativeto the Board of
Trustees and currently heads a committee
that is planning constructionof a new College
.

library.

Bruins has been a

member and

chairperson

Commission of the Reformed
Church in America, chairperson of the Holland Historical/Cultural
Commission and is
of the Historical

currently vice president of Holland's
Netherlands Museum and president of the
Association for the Advancement of DutchAmerican Studies.

Profs. Joan Conway and Charles Aschbrenner conducted a week-longSummer
Piano Workshop for high school students in
August. Included were five public concerts,
one of which featured Profs. Eleanor Palma
and Roberta Kraft.

John D. Cox, associate professorof Ennamed director of inter-

glish, has been

disciplinary studies, succeeding Lars

Granberg, who retired this spring.
Profs. Earl Curry, Charles Green, Roger
Elliot Tanis are recipients of
the Exxon Corporation'sgrant to Hope for
facultydevelopmentprojects related to internationalizingthe curriculum.
Curry, professor of history, has spent
the summer in Northern Irelandstudying the
conflict there as a case study of religious wars

Nemeth and

in

Western civilization.

Green, assistant professorof psychology,
has been studying social psychology research
materials from Europe and Third World
countries.
Nemeth, assistant professorof sociology,
has been conducting an internationalcomparison of demographicmaterials,using
United Nations records in Geneva,
Switzerland.
Tanis, professor of mathematics, has been
working on internationalizing
the problems
used to teach statisticsin his courses. Part of
his work is also being conducted in Geneva.

Peter Gonthier, assistant professorof
physics, receiveda $13,000 grant from Penta
Corporation and Research Corporation to support his work of probing nuclear reactions
with light-chargedparticles. Gonthier and
Hope students Drew Mogridge and RuSs
Ramaker have been conducting an experiment
at the Michigan State University Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory. This cyclotron
was designed to accelerate the nuclei of a wide
range of atomic elements, including many of
the heavier ones, enabling sophisticatedresearch. Users must meet eligibility standards.
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Profs. Jantina

Ritsema

Holleman and Robert

participated in the Conference of the

InternationalSociety of Music Education in
Eugene, Ore., in July.
Holleman and Ritsema each chaired several
sessions of the conference themed "Music for
a Small Planet." The organizationis partially
supported by funds from the UNESCO Commission of the United Nations.

Anthony Kooiker, professorof music,
performed a piano recital in July at the Grand
Salon of La Foundation des Eetats-Unix at the
Cite Universitairein Paris. The program included pieces by French Composers Ravel and
Debussy, Beethoven's Sonata in A-flat, and
works by American composers.

in Freiburg,West Germany, for American
teachersof German on the topic of massmedia in the Federal Republic of Germany.

Allen Verhey, associate professorof

re-

ligion, is the author of a book. The Great

Reversal: Ethics and the New Testament,
recentlypublished by Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company of Grand Rapids, Mich. It
examines first the moral tradition of the early
church, and then that tradition as it came to
canonicalexpression in the New Testament
writings.In the last chapter Verhey focuses
on how the New Testamentcan and should
continue to illumine and inform the moral
lives of Christians.
Gail Warnaar, teaching associate in music,

Mary

Elhart Kraai has been promoted to
associate director of admission. A staff member since 1981, she previously was an admissions counselor and assistant director.

Mark Leenhouts

'78 has been

promoted to

assistant business manager. He has been of-

serves as

manager since 1982 and also
business manager for the Hope

Summer

Repertory Theatre.

fice systems

Richard Ray,

athletic trainer, has been

directed a double reed

camp

this

summer at

Hope. Approximately40 students from
throughout the country participated.

Employees were honored for service
during the fourth annual awards dinner in
June.
Retireeshonored were Sylvia DeHoop, Bea
Hansen, Winnie Hulsman, J. C. McClure,
Nathalie Piersma, and Arnie Styf, all from
the physical plant division.
Honored for 30 years service was Charlotte
Mulder who is administrativeassistant to the

appointed to the certification committeeof the
National AthleticTrainers Association
president.
Recognized for 25 years of service were
(NATA), the body is responsiblefor certifying athletic trainers through the United States Leona Plasman, secretaryto the foreign language and literature department, and Anna
and severalforeign countries.
DenHartog,physicalplant division.
Because of this appointment Hope will
Service awards for 15 years were presented
serve as one of the nationwide sites for adto Art Englesman, physicalplant; Jon
ministering the NATA certification examinaHuisken, registrar; Norm Japinga,athletic
tion next March and July. In addition,Hope
equipmentmanager; Norma Plasman, chemhas been selected as the site for an NATA
istry department secretary;and Joyce Plewes,
examiner developmentworkshop in
geology department secretary.
December.
Awards for 10 years and five years of
Edith L. Smoot, assistant professorof biservice were also presented.
ology, has coauthored an abstract which appears in the Aug. 10 issues of Science,the
officialweekly journal of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.The
abstract deals with the fine structureof fossil

WHY ARE THESE MEN SMILING? Vice Presidentfor DevelopmentRobert DeYoung (center)
recentlyaccepted an improvement award for alumni giving from the United States Steel
Foundation at the annual meeting of the Council for the Advancement and Support of
Education, held this summer in Chicago. This was the third time in four years that Hope's
alumni giving received recognitionin the competition.

HOPE
COLLEGE

Great
Performance
Series

Letters

1984-1985

plant cell walls.

personallyhad such a good time at the
know that so
many others did as well that I want to say
"thanks extra specially"for all the work put
into it. . . and for the hospitality which remains to this day one of Hope's hallmarks in
my mind.
Katherine Nelson '74
Ferndale,Mich.
I

Marty Sosa, program coordinator of the
Higher Horizons program, received the first
annual Child and Family Servicesof Michigan
Inc., program staff outstanding achievement
award in June.
Sosa has been associatedwith the agency
for 10 years and also receiveda 10-year
service pin.

Gisela G. Strand, associate professorof
German participated in a three-week seminar

recent ad hoc reunion, and I

TEN

OUTSTANDING EVENTS

Buy Season Tickets Now & Save
Nearly Half the Cost of Admission

P.S. It was Hope's sincerehospitality and
that impressed me the first time I
visited in winter of '69.

warmth

Laura Glenn
& Gary Lund

Friday & Saturday, September 21-22
A Tribute to Carl Sandburg by Bob Gibson,
one of America'sforemostfolk song writers

Thursday, October 11
Grand Rapids Symphony with
Larrocha

Thursday and Friday, October 25-26
The Glenn»Lund*Dance company of New

Thursday, January 17
Marching Along With Sousa, a pops concert
by the Grand Rapids Symphony with guest
conductor Keith Brion
Music by Three, a trio of winners from the
Young Concert InternationalAuditions

Monday, March
In

1 1
celebration of the InternationalYear at

Hope

York City

College

we

present harpsichordist

Danuta Kleczkowska of Poland

November 8

Young Concert Artists concert by
Marya Martin

ViolinVirtuoso
Mark Kaplan

Thursday, February 21

internationallyacclaimed pianistAlicia de

Thursday,

as

Sousa

Keith Brion
|ohn Philip

flutist

Tuesday, December 4
Young Concert Artists concert by baritone
Ben Holt

Monday, March 18
The Newport )azz FestivalAll-Starspresent
a concert highlighting The Golden Age of
Popularlazz
Thursday, April 11
Grand Rapids Symphony with violin
virtuoso Mark Kaplan

Buy Season Tickets and'Save!

THE PROGRAM OF THE DAY: PhiladelphiaMayor W. Wilson Goode (left) presented a
proclamation to GLCA Philadelphia Urban Semester Director Steve Brooks, officially naming
May 18 as GLCA Philadelphia Urban Semester Day. Each year the program brings 180
students to the city to learn, work and live. Goode's proclamation cited the program as “an
educationalfirst" which initially involved students in the city's public school system and now
has expanded into areas of social service, plus governmental, religious, corporate and cultural
institutions throughout the city.
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Family Membership-$70A savings of nearly $100 over individual tickets for a
Adult Membership-$30A $28 savings over single admissionticket prices
Senior Citizen Membership-$25An extra discountfor those 62 and over
Student Membership-$12 A special opportunityfor students

family of four

To order season tickets or for a descriptivebrochure, write Great
PerformanceSeries, Hope College, Holland, Ml 49423 or call 394-6996.

THREE

EVENTS

Academic Calendar
Fall Semester (1984)
25 Residence Halls Open
25-27 Freshmen Orientation
28 Late Registration

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

28 Classes Begin, 8 a.m.; Formal Convocation
(evening)
Sept. 3, Labor Day Classes in Session
Oct. 5 Fall Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
Oct. 10 Fall Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
Oct. 19-21 Homecoming Weekend
Nov. 2-4 Parents' Weekend

Nov. 22 ThanksgivingRecess Begins, 8 a.m.
Nov. 26 ThanksgivingRecess Ends, 8 a.m.
Dec. 7 Last Day of Classes
Dec. 10-14 Semester Examinations
Spring Semester (1985)
Jan. 6 Residence Halls Open, Noon
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

7 Registrationfor New Students
8 Classes Begin, 8 a.m.
15 Winter Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
20 Winter Recess Ends, 8 a.m.

March 7 Critical Issues Symposium (classes not
March 21 Spring Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
April 1 Residence Halls Open, Noon

in session)

April 2 Spring Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
April 5 Good Friday: Classes Dismissed at 12:30 p.m.
April 26 May Day; Classes Dismissed at 12:30 p.m.
April 29-May 3 SemesterExaminations
May 4 Alumni Day

May

5 Baccalaureateand Commencement
(1985) May 6-26
(1985) May 28-June 15
Summer Session (1985)
June 17 Registration& Payment of Fees
June 17 Classes Begin at 1 p.m.
July 4 Classes Not in Session
July 26 Summer Session Ends

May Term
June Term

Sports
Football '84 (see ad p. 5)
Sept. 8 at Olivet Nazarene,

111.,

1:30 p.m.

Sept. 15 DEPAUW, 1:30 p.m. (CommunityDay)
Sept. 22 at Carthage, Wise., 1:30 p.m.
Sept. 29 WABASH, 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 6 ALBION, 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 13 at Kalamazoo,1:30 p.m.
Oct. 20 ADRIAN, 2:15 p.m. (Homecoming)
Oct. 27 at Alma, 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 3 OLIVET, 1 p.m. (Parents Day)

Run-Bike-Swim
The seventh annual Hope College Run-Bike-Swim

will be
held Saturday, Oct. 20 as part of the Homecoming celebration. The event, sponsored by ODL, Inc. of Zeeland, Mich.,
in cooperation with the Hope College physical education
department, is designed to appeal to the competitor as well
as the recreationalist. It features running, swimming and
cycling events and a triathlon. Glenn Van Wieren of the
physical education facultyis chairman of the event. Registration forms may be obtained from the physical education
department, Dow Center, Hope College, Holland, Mich.
49423.

MAN FOR THIS SEASON of the Hope Summer Repertory Theatre is Stanley Flood of New York City who plays
Voltaire/Dr. Pangloss in "Candide" (top), Nathan Detroit in '‘Guys and Dolls" (I.) and Petruchio in 'The Taming of the
Shrew." His leading ladies are Marsha Hunter, Elizabeth Swain and Kathleen Brant.
THE

Admissions

Community and College

For information on all events, contact the AdmissionsOffice, (616) 392-5111, ext. 2200

20, 9-11 a.m.

Football Youth Day, April 19

Traditional Events

Church youth groups invited.Designed as an activity without focus on collegeenrollment. Advance registration
required.

The Pull, Sept. 28
An 87-year-old traditionpits members of the freshman and
sophomore classes in a tug-of-war across the Black River.
Homecoming, Oct. 19-21 (see p. 24)
Nykerk Cup Competition, Oct. 27
Freshman and sophomore women compete in song, oration
and drama.
Parents' Weekend, Nov. 2-4
A chance to visit Hope and attend campus activities. Note
that the Nykerk Cup Competitionis a separate event this

Junior Youth Day, April 19

year.

Get a head start on collegeplans

FOUR

Visitation Days
For prospectiveHope students, including transfers, high
school juniors and seniors.Visitationsare intended to show
students and their parents a typical day in the life of a Hope
student. Ample opportunitiesto meet students, faculty and

Lampen Math Contest and Teacher Conference, Oct.
High school students match wits for the 12th year on 45
multiple choice problems while teachers confer on topics of
mutual interest. Scholarships and cash prizes awarded. For
information contact the MathematicsDepartment,(616)
392-5111, ext. 3001

High School

Dates: Oct. 19, Nov. 2, Nov. 16, Nov. 30, Jan. 18, Feb. 8,
8, April 12.

March

Arts
Exhibit, "Line on Lines", Aug. 31-Oct. 5, De Free
Center Gallery
Exhibit, Alumni Invitationl, Oct. 18-Nov. 30, De Free
Center Gallery
Gallery hours: Mon. -Sat., 10 a.m. -9 p.m.; Sun., 1-9 p.m.
Sept. 8
Four plays in repertory format. Curtain time is 8:30 p.m.,
Mon. -Sat.

Hope Summer Repertory Theatre,thru
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This season's hig football question:

Are the Dutch homebodies?
by

Tom Renner

The challenge facing the Hope College footteam this fall will be to be as successful
on the road as they are at home.
In 1983 the Dutchmen were undefeated at
home for the second year in a row, but
victors in only two of five games away from
Holland.
This year Hope plays five of its nine games
at Holland Municipal Stadium where they
have an 11-game winning streak. The
Dutchmen are 17-4-1 since moving into the
stadium in 1979, but have been 14-9 on the
road during that span.
Hope finishedin a tie for second place
ball

(with Alma) in the MIAA last fall behind
nationallyranked Adrian. Coach Ray Smith
returns eight starters on both offensiveand
defensive,including six players who earned
all-conferencerecognitionlast fall.
The Dutchmen will be led by quarterback
Greg Heeres, a senior from Grand Rapids,
Mich., who has been among the nation'stop
10 passers (NCAA Division III) the last two
seasons. Heeres already owns every Hope
single season passing record and is on the
verge of inking his name on all the career
marks.
"We must develop a receivingcorps that
compliments Greg's gifts," says Smith who is
the dean of MIAA coaches with a career

record of 89-34-3.
"At the same time we must demonstrate to
our opponents that we are more than a passing team."
Smith's '83 Dutchmen had more passing
yardage than they gained rushing. That's
happened only three times in his 15 years as
coach.
The Dutchmen can return an all-senior
offensivebackfield in tailback Tom Van Heest
of Grand Rapids, Mich., wingback Brian
Oosterhouse of Caledonia, Mich., and fullback
Mike Sturm of Wyoming, Mich. The offensive line will be led by two-time all-MIAA
guard Jim Behrenwald, a senior from Clarksville, Mich.
Defensively,the Dutchmen will be led by
four all-leagues in senior tackle Thurland
Cole of Smyrna, Mich., junior end Steve

Enjoy

From

Zeldenrust of Munster, Ind., senior linebacker
Dave Morren of Grand Rapids, Mich., and
senior back Scott Jecmen of Jenison,Mich. In
addition, junior middle guard Blaine Newhouse of Portage, Mich., was a second team
all-MIAA pick last fall. Senior Randy Smith
of Holland, Mich., was an all-MIAA
punter/kickeras a sophomore.
Hope opens its season Sept. 8 at Olivet
Nazarene College in Kankakee, 111. An excellent home schedule includes MIAA champion
Adrian for Homecoming on Oct. 20. Hope
will be playing Carthage College at Kenosha,
Wise., for the first time on Sept. 22.
While the league championshipis always
the foremost goal of the Dutchmen they are
buoyed by the decisionto double the size of
the NCAA Division III playoff field to 16
teams.

Hope College Football
a Prime Midfield

Seat

RESERVED SEASON TICKET
A prime 50-yard-line seat

will

be reserved

for the entire season for only|$19.

All-in-the-familyseason pass for only $20.

RESERVED PARKING
Entering his 15th season, Ray Smith is the dean of
nation'stop 10 zuinningestsmall college mentors.

Field

& school

Three Hope students have been afforded
Academic All-American designation for outstanding accomplishments on the playing field
and in the classroom during the 1983-84
school year.
Randy Cutler of Kalamazoo, Mich., who
will be a senior this fall, has been voted the
first team catcheron the college division
Academic All-America baseball team. He was
also voted to the American BaseballCoaches
AssociationAll-Mideast Region first team.
Cathy Work, a tennis player from Ypsilanti, Mich., and Keith DeVries, a wrestler from
Jenison,Mich., were named to the college
division at-large second Academic All-America team. Both will be seniorsat Hope in the
fall.

The all-academicprogram is sponsored by
the College Sports Information Directorsof
America (CoSIDA). Students are nominated
by coaches and sports information directors
from colleges throughout the country.
"At a college like Hope where athletes are
first of all students,the honor of Academic

MIAA

(Available only to season ticket holders)
$5 per car for the entire season. Arrive just before kickoff and avoid
a long walk by parking adjacent to the stadium.

footballcoaches and one of the

all-stars

!

1984 HOME SCHEDULE
— DePauw, 1:30 p.m. (Community Day)
— Wabash, 1:30 p.m.

-Nov. 3 —

Olivet, 1 p.m. (Parents Day)

(Available only to season ticket
a double academic major in busi-

ness administrationand French and carries a
3.9 grade point average. She has been voted
to the MIAA all-conferencewomen's tennis
team the past two seasons. Last spring she
was the league champion in second flight
singles and with teammate Cathy Walsh of
Midland, Mich., won the third flight doubles
crown.
DeVries is a chemistry major and has
maintained a 3.965 cumulative grade point
average. He was the MIAA champion at 177
pounds last year and posted a career record of
42-18.

each

RESERVED season tickets at $15
RESERVED parking spaces at $5 each

titles.
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15

Sept. 29
Oct. 6 — Albion, 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 20 — Adrian, 2:15 p.m. (Homecoming)

All-American is the prize we treasure the
most," noted baseball coach Jim Bultman.
Cutler maintains a 3.9 grade average on a
4.0 point scale with a double major in psychology and math. Last spring he led the
MIAA in battingfor the second year in a
row. It marked the first time in MIAA history that a player won back-to-back batting

Work has

Sept.

--

CiHi

Telephone

-

holders)

All-in-the-familypass at $20 (general
name

$

admission)

Slate

3

& Zip

-

Mail order with

payment to:

Jane Mason, Hope College Athletic Ticket Manager
Dow Center, Holland, Ml 49423
For further informationcall (616) 392-5111, ext

3270

FIVE

-

-

HELP WANTED

Alumni

for

Admissions

few hours, no pay, big impact
Q.

WHAT IS "ALUMNI FOR ADMISAND WHAT DOES IT HAVE

SIONS"

Jim Bekkering,
dean for admissions: "Alumni for
Admissions"is a new
program using alumni volunteers to help
build Hope's applicant pool. We are
asking alumni across
the nation to help us
by agreeing to perform three tasks: identifyinghigh-school seniors in their areas who would be good candidates for Hope, placing applicationforms in
the hands of these students and checking back
with them to see if they have indeed applied
for admission to Hope.
It is a very simple approach which should
not take much time, but which has the potenrial of helping Hope immensely to maintain
its positionas one of this country's strong
and respectedcolleges.
This new program supplementsand does
not replacea request we've extended to alumni for severalyears now for the names of
prospectivestudents.

years we have made a more conscious effort
to communicate our strengths.Hope is one of
the premiere liberal arts collegesof America
and that fact is becoming better known.
Hope's strengths as an academic institution
are well documented through vehiclessuch as
the recent Wooster Study which placed Hope
in the top three percent of the 867 private
undergraduate collegesin the U.S. in terms
of the percentages of graduates going on to
get Ph.D.s, or the Franklin and Marshall
Study which ranks our chemistry department
right up at the top nationwide and our biology department very near the top, in terms of
the number of National Merit Scholars who
choose Hope (10 this fall), in terms of our
seniors' records of acceptance to the finest
graduate schools in the nation, in terms of
the fact that in the spring of 1983 one of our
theatreproductions was selected as one of
seven national finalists among more than 400
who entered the American College Theater

Q.

I

JUST DON'T

KNOW THAT MANY

HIGH-SCHOOLSTUDENTS, SO
GUESS THERE'S NO POINT
TING INVOLVED, RIGHT?

IN

I

GET-

Bekkering:Probably wrong! You may
know more high-schoolersthan you think.
Consider your friends, your business associates, your doctor,your barber or hairdresser.

Most

of us

come

many people
probably many

in contact with

every week, and there are
occasionswhen the subject of the choice of a
college would be appropriateand easily introduced to a conversation.
Another tact is to read your newspapers
and jot down the names of high-schoolers
mentioned there, following through with a
telephone call. Most newspaper publish the
names and addresses of National Merit Semifinalists,for example, and many of these
would be excellentstudents for Hope.
Another method of involvement is to work

Hope is too expensive for students in certain
income brackets.Alumni should be aware
that Hope is inexpensive compared to other
qualityprivate colleges and that it has an
outstanding financial aid program.The decision of whether or not Hope is affordableis
best left to discussionsbetween the director of
financial aid and students and their parents.

Alumni shouldn't decide on their own that
Hope is too expensive for a particular student.
I WENT TO HOPE WHEN THERE
WERE FEWER THAN 2,000 STUDENTS
AND THINGS SEEMED TO GO ALL
RIGHT THEN. WHAT'S THE BIG DEAL
OF A FEW DOZEN STUDENTS MORE
OR LESS?

Q.

Bekkering: Hope's current size is ideal. It
large enough to support enough facultyto
bring real breadth and depth to the curriculum and at the same time offers small classes
is

•

BUT I'VE JUST HEARD THAT
HOPE'S FRESHMAN ENROLLMENT
THIS FALL WILL BE MORE THAN 10
Q.

PERCENT ABOVE GOAL AND THAT
THE FRESHMAN CLASS WILL PROBABLY BE THE LARGEST IN HOPE'S HISTORY. I'M TOO BUSY TO BE A DONOTHING VOLUNTEER OR JUST A
PAPER-SHUFFLER.HOPE SEEMS TO BE
DOING SO WELL ON ITS OWN— AM I
REALLY NEEDED?
Bekkering: Alumni volunteers are needed
as never before. It's true that Hope has had a

very good year in its admissions program.
There are many reasons for this success,but
certainlyone of the major ones is that Hope
is very attractive to prospectivestudents, their
teachers and counselors,and their parents.
In spite of all the wonderfuldimensions of
a collegeexperience which Hope offers, maintaining enrollment is going to be no easy
task. We are flying right into the teeth of a
dramatic population decline among the 18year-olds.During the next two years, 1985
and 1986, those declinesare going to be
particularly steep, and will not turn upward
until 1993.

We're going to need all the help we can get
we compete with other very good colleges.
We are particularly dependenton alumni because of our traditional reliance on the Midas

west and Northeast for our largest draws of
students. It just so happens that those two
geographical sectionsof the country are also
the ones that are going to be hit hardest by
the population decline of young adults.
Alumni can take pride in knowing that
Hope has much to offer students and that in
today's competitive market we have a very
strong standing. The beautification
of the
campus during the past decade has helped us
considerably— our residence halls compare
very well to those at other schools.There's
good morale on campus — people who come
here see students who are satisfied and professors who are caring and dedicated.That
observation is strengthened when one considers that Hope's attrition rate is an astonishingly low 12 percent, compared to a
nationalaverage of 35 percent.
Our steadilyincreasingenrollment also has
to do with the fact that during the past 3-4

SIX

Festival.

Q. SO WILL

THE

WORK

I BE EXPECTED TO DO
OF AN ADMISSIONS

COUNSELOR?
BEKKERING: It's obvious that we need to
have more students across the nation considering Hope, and we need alumni help in
identifyingthose students. We're not asking
alumni to take total responsibilityfor "selling" Hope; once students apply to Hope or
write to us for information, we are ready to
provide them with informational materials to
answer their questions and we are able to
follow through efficiently on their inquiries.
But we need more contacts, and we need
the personal touch that alumni can provide.

HA-2

BUT IT'S BEEN YEARS SINCE I'VE
BEEN A STUDENT. DONT I NEED TO
KNOW A LOT ABOUT THE HOPE OF
TODAY TO GET INVOLVED IN RECOMMENDING IT TO STUDENTS?
Q.

Where are students coming from? These statisticson 84 applicationsindicate where the
weak spots are in Hope's recruitmentefforts.Alumni living in those states can be especially
helpful, although

Bekkering:We want
as simple as possiblefor

alumni volunteersfrom every state are needed.

program
those involved and

to keep this

we truly don't think it's necessary for volunteers to know every detail of Hope to be
effective in this program, since we are asking
them simply to promote the possibility of
attending Hope to prospectivestudents,not

through your church, perhaps even extending
to other churches in your community. A brief
conversation with a youth group leader could
yield severalnames. Similarly,one could be
alert to contacts in local high schools.
sell the entire idea.
It's also worth remembering that delivering
But we would like alumni to keep these
even one applicationis an important contribufacts in mind:
tion. Without alumni involvement, I would
1) Hope is one of the premiere liberal arts
predict that next year we will receiveapproxcollegesin America today.
imately 1,100 applications.With alumni in2) The College has a strong career
volvement, my goal is 1,500 applications.
orientation.
3) Hope is a collegewith very fine facilities That's 400 applicationsgenerated by more
than 14,000 alumni. Each applicationthat
and a distinguishedfaculty for all fields
brings us to that goal is very important.
of study, from computers to the fine
arts.
4) -Hope offers a Christian dimensionthat
is

liberating and conducive to real spir-

itual growth, not one that is restrirtive,

regulativeor repressive.
5) Hope offers a wonderfulgeographical
location — a campus that's within walking distance of downtown, within bicycling distance of beautiful Lake Michigan
beaches, and easily reached by interstate
highway and commercialairlines.
We will provide all volunteers with a handbook containing appropriate information. We
don't want people getting bogged down with
data. We want them to convey the spirit of
Hope more than minute details.
Another thing to remember is that our
office is only a phone call away, and if you
come up against a question you can't answer,
we're ready to help you.

DON'T WANT TO STEER
SOMEONE WRONG. WHAT KIND OF
STUDENT IS BEST SUITED TO HOPE?
Q.

BUT

I

Bekkering:Generally, we're looking for
students who have B averages or better, who
rank in the upper half of their graduating
classes and who have taken a good, solid
college preparatory curriculum in high school.
But it's important to remember that the admissions process is a two-way street: we look
at students individuallyand we encourage
them to look at us to see if we have the kind
of academic climate they desire, to see if we
have the kind of social climate they're looking
for, the kind of spiritual climate,and so forth.
We do everything we can to encourage prospectivestudents to visit campus so they can
see Hope College for themselves.
One thing many people assume is that

that are taught

by professors,not graduate

assistants.

And a few students do make a difference.
Consider that 25 fewer students means nearly
$144,000 less in tuition dollars. This figure
covers Hope's entire capital equipment budget
for one year, or two months of elertrical and
fuel use, or the entire librarybudget for
books, or the philosophy department's entire
budget for one year.
These figures give some indicationof how
important enrollment is to Hope and how
important this new volunteer program is to
the College'scontinued academic strength.
Q.

YOU'VE CONVINCED ME. NOW
I GET INVOLVED?

HOW DO

Bekkering: There is a postage-paid postcard
insertedin this issue of news from Hope
College.When you mail in the card, you will
receive severalapplicationsfor admission, a
brief fact sheet on

Hope and instructionsand

tips for successfullycompleting the three

make up the program. If the
postcard has been lost, write or phone me at
the AdmissionsOffice, Hope College, Holland, Mich. 49423 (616) 392-5111.
You will notice that there are two
postcards — one to sign on as a volunteer for
the new program. Alumni for Admissions,
and the other for our continuing request to
provide us with the names of prospective
students. Both are very important ways that
you can help Hope.
tasks that
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Stepping up to

volunteerism
Type A: gung-ho
There are those who claim that the blood of
'60 runs blue and orange, and
even he admits that his affections for Kis alma
mater are invincible.
"I'm of the opinion that what you get out
of your alma mater is directly proportionalto
what you put into your alma mater, as well
as what your alma mater puts into you," says
Coulson, a sales manager for Steelcase, Inc. of
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Coulson figureshe's steered "dozens"of
students Hope's way during the past 13
years. His only regret is that his own two
college-agedchildren aren't among that
group, but with one more still in high school
he hasn't totally given up hope of someday
being a Hope parent.
By Coulson's analysis, his undergraduate
experiencewas probably "unusually good,"
mainly because of contactswith professors.
"Hope turned me into a Christianand a
gentleman," the gung-ho graduate reports.
Although most of the people who influenced him are now retired, Coulson says he
still feels comfortable recommending Hope
because "that commitment among the faculty
to individualstudents,to academic excellence
and to values is still applicable today, and still

Chuck Coulson

evident at Hope."
Coulson first began to talk up Hope when
he became active as a parent in his children's
high school. East Kentwood, where he helped
organize the first Academic Boosters Club in
the U.S. dependent completely on parents for
its support. His professiondemands frequent
travel, and that has given him occasions to
talk to young people and their parents in
various parts of the country. Although his
school spirit runs deeper and wider than
most, Coulson claims that exercisingit as
often as he does really isn't that time"Usually, when

.1

talk about

Hope

it's

in

the context of a conversation I'd be having

Why

them to Hope.
you could say I'm a one-school

tion, I try to steer
"I guess

man.

Type

B: laid-back

"I don't see myself as a rah-rah kind of
person. I think describingmyself as a goodwill ambassador would be a better use of
terms," says Kenneth DeBoer '74, who last
year got involved in admissions volunteer
work by telephoning students in his area who
had been accepted to Hope.
DeBoer says he was initially hesitantabout
agreeing to become a volunteer,mainly because of his aversion to telephone solicitation.
"But I saw this as a way to get involved in
Hope again. Althoughmy worst fears were
fulfilledwith the first calls I made, I soon
developed a feel for the task and learned not
to follow a format but to let the student
direct the conversation more.
"My sense was that the personal contart I
provided was appreciatedby the high school
students,who get bombarded with form letters and printed materialsfrom colleges."
DeBoer, an academic advisor and Ph.D.
candidate in English at the University of
Notre Dame in South Bend, Ind., says his
confidencein recommending Hope is based on
his belief in the value of privateeducation at
institutions with religious affiliations as an
alternative to study at large, state-supported
universities.

Describing himself during his undergraduate years as "kind of a loner," DeBoer says as

consuming.

anyway," he

"1 like young people and I think adults
have a responsibility to convey certain ideals
and principles to the next generation," he
answers simply.
Does he ever recommend a college other
than Hope? Never.
"I recognize that Hope isn't for everyone
and everyone isn't for Hope. But when I
know a student is interestedin quality educa-

notes.

get involved in the admissions
process?

upon to "talk
students into Hope despitetheir better judgment." He simply made himself available to

"It's the sort of thing I think anyone could
do," he notes.
Was it worth the small trouble?
"It's always interestingto talk to young
people," he responds. "They're so full of
their futures — it's fun just to be there with
them in that."

a volunteer he never felt called

potential students.
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Type C: semi-pro
A salesman and a former cheerleaderseem
ready made for volunteer admissions work,
and Harry '70 and Jill Nyboer '70 Rumohr of
Mason, Mich., certainly have been successful
at that task.
"Parents in this town claim we must get a
commission," Harry informs. The Rumohrs
became active as volunteers for Hope recruitment shortlyafter they moved to Mason and
discoveredthat all the young people in their
church had automaticallylimited their college
choices to MichiganState and nearby Alma
and Albion.
In response to the initialquestion, "Who's
Hope College?," the Rumohrs hosted "Hope
Night" parties in their home, organized and
chaperoned overnight trips to campus, and
talked with teachersand coaches at their local
high school to secure names and spread the
word about Hope.
With Harry running his own business as
an office furnituremanufacturers' rep, and
with three, soon to be four, little Rumohrs in
the family,one might conclude that the last
thing the couple needs is more responsibilities, but they claim their involvement
doesn't take up that much time and finds its
own rewards.
"When you get a thank-youletter from a
parent, or see a younger brother or sister
giving Hope repeat business,you realize
you've made a difference,"notes Harry.
"You know, 1 was all signed up to go to
Michigan State until a football coach introduced me to Hope. If that person hadn't
taken time that one day, I would have gone
to that other school and, I think, would be a
much different person today.
"It wasn't that big a thing for that person,
but it turned out to be a pretty big thing for

SEVEN

The construct

summer season

design and recent renovation (1983).
"It has been our experience that once a
building receives a major renovation, the wear
and tear decreases,"notes Coates. "The students appreciatethe improvements,and the
touch-up and repair at the end of the year is

Keeping up
appearances
by Eva Dean Folkert
The absence of students on Hope's campus
does not result in an atmosphereof idleness.
Just ask Fred Coates, director of physical plant
and operations,who spring-cleansthe campus
all summer long.
"Summer is our busiest season," Coates
informs. "We get work out of the way which
can't otherwise be done while school is in
session."
In other words, as soon as frisbee golf
tournamentsmove off the lawns, the sprinklers move in; as soon as the posters come
down off the dorm walls, the paintbrushes
start swishing.
In excess of 700 gallons of paint are used in
a typical

of a

summer on campus.

Coates' staff includes 66 regulars and 46
extra summer employees. The Maintenance
Office bustlesas truck keys are signed out,
contractorscall in with quotes, and hammers
and saws work their wonders on dorm furniture in need of repair.
Meanwhile,in the great outdoors, lawns
are mowed and groomed once a week and
fertilized periodically, resultingin a campus
with a near country-club look.
Although the campus is at its most beautiful during the summer, most of the people
at Hope then — like it or not — spend most of
the day in offices or classrooms. A custodial
staff ensures that those interiors are clean.
And yes, they do do windows so summer's
splendor is at least visible if not immediately
at hand.
Routine cleaning,painting and repair
these are the commonplace jobs. But the
projects that catch all the attention and make
all the noise are the major renovations.
This summer that category includes the
second floor of Phelps Hall, where every
room and all corridorsare being repainted,
and ceilings finding repair.
Other special projects this summer include
carpeting in portions of Lubbers Hall, added
safety devices in the Peale Science Center's
labs and new doors in Nykerk Hall of Music
to provide better sound insulationand fire
safety. And many cottages are going through
the 3 R's — replastering, repainting and
rewiring.
The center stage projectthis summer is
renovation of the interior of VanderWerf
Physics-Mathematics
Building. Contractors
were hired at the beginning of the summer to
create more office space for professorson the
second floor and a new micro-computerlab in
the former Computer Center on the first
floor. (The Computer Center was relocated

minimal."
With more than $16 million invested into
facilitiesimprovement during the past decade,
Hope's campus has taken on a well tended
look. But staying on top of things remains a
constant challenge.Coates receives some assistance from his seeing-eye computer system. A centralenergy management system,
implementedin full force last year, regulates
major equipment automatically according to
temperature and air flow (fans and air conditioning). A colorful display screen gives account of the conditionsin each room of the
major buildings on campus, showing whether
various operations are on or off and giving an
exact temperature reading.
A "critical alarm list" aids the centralenergy management system in electronic preventive maintenance. Watched over day and
night, the list gives warning of any problems
associatedwith the fire alarm system, security
devices, indoor sprinkling,the all-important
air conditioning in the computer center, the
pump in the pool and other mechanisms
which keep disaster at bay.
"The most significant work that keeps the
campus running efficiently goes on behind
the scenes," insists Coates. "Keeping fire
alarms and air units in check may not be the
most glamorousjobs, but when all is said and
done they are the most important."

HSRT makes

—

last summer in

Durfee Hall.)

Keeping all of these problemson schedule
becomes complicated by the revolving door of
Hope's summer conference program (see accompanying story).In addition,company
members of the Hope Summer Repertory
Theatre live in Hope cottages during their
season in Holland. Finding a way to get at a
building while it's uninhabited forces some
fancy footwork out of Coates and his crew.
Besides the scheduling problems, there are
a few buildings that present minor but chronic headaches. Some of the hardest to maintain
are the cottagesbecause of their older constructionand extensive wear. (Apparently,
treating a house like a miniature dorm takes
its toll quite quickly.) Kollen Hall, the College's largest dormitory, also presents its
quota of trouble because of its size and the
number of students occupying it (292) during
the academic year.
In contrast,the DeWitt Center, which
serves as a student and administrativecenter
and headquarters for the theatre department,
gives the maintenancestaff easy going, despite heavy traffic,because of its modern

EIGHT

for DeWitt-full

summer
by Karen Taylor

When the colorfulbanners fly from the
roof of DeWitt, proclaiming a performance in
the Old Shakespearian tradition, it means
summer theatre in Holland. The presence of
the Hope Summer Repertory Theatre keeps
both campus and community far, far removed
from seasonal doldrums, because the professional theatre housed at Hope each summer is
acknowledgedas one of Michigan's finest.
Because excellenttheatre facilitiesare available without charge, Hope Summer Repertory
Theatre is able to spend its money on highly
respecteddirectorsand designers. "We have
created here a place where artists like to
work," says Mary Schakel '69, producing director. The company is carefullychosen
through several nationwide auditions,this
year in St. Louis, New York, Mt. Pleasant,
Indianapolis,Chicago, and Holland. The company was then augmented by Equity Guest
Artists and interns.
The intern program,although under a new
name, is almost as old as the DeWitt Center.
When the professionalHope Summer Repertory Theatre was establishedin 1972, Hope
theatre undergraduates requested an apprentice program be included. Many summer theatres have such a program,where students
can work for a season in return for college
credit. The unique relationshipbetween
HSRT and Hope College seemed to make
such a program ideal, and within the first five
years of its history,HSRT started an apprentice program. Apprentices range in age from
high school students to college graduates, and
come from all over the Midwest. This year,
while Hope students make up a significant
number of the company, the University of
Evansvilleis also well represented.
For much of its history,the apprentices

were put to work behind the scenes,in return
for free housing and college credit. In 1979,
Artistic Director Susan Hope expanded the
program to include performancepossibilities.
Classes were formed to teach apprentices
about all aspectsof theatre.This year, the
name "apprentice" was changed to "intern,"
because of the stronger educational focus the
program has taken.
"We're trying to keep the classroom situation very well structured,"informs Dale
McFadden, artistic associate and co-directorof
the program. McFadden is also a Hope theatre
facultymember, and the intern class he
teaches is very similar to the acting class he
teaches in the academic year.
During the course of the summer, the
intern class is frequently interruptedby the
schedule of the rest of the theatre community. Interns appear in all areas of HSRT, from
acting to set construction to publicityassistants, and as opening nights draw closer,
the need for extra hands increases.The Hope
Summer Repertory Theatre company's days
usually last 14-18 hours.
To encourage the HSRT company during

those long days and nights is an outstanding
group of community members who make up
the Hope Theatre Guild. Theatre guilds tend
to be groups which assist ticket sales and sell
refreshments during intermission;however,
the Hope Theatre Guild is much more active.
"I

want

(the

company)

to

know

that

what

they're giving me in entertainment is very,
very valuable,"Guild President Carolyn
Doebler explains,speaking a sentiment the
members share. They provide transportation
to and from airportsfor HSRT company
members, assist the set and costume crews
when opening night draws ever closer, and
run a "company closet" filled with household
items such as pillows and can openers for
company members to borrow.
Food is the most visible and most applauded gift the Hope Theatre Guild provides
for

company members, many

of

whom seem

to survive on cigarettes and coffee — black,

and as often as possible. According to
Doebler, three committees provide needed
nourishmentto the HSRT company.
"The community is really special in the
way they go out of their way to make us feel
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or camp counselor for the entire campus. My
job is making unhappy people happy. Some
times they are very unhappy.
Like the time the girls from the pompon
camp decided to hold their final competition
behind Dimnent Chapel ... on the same Saturday a Hope College administrators
daughter was being married — you guessed
it —
in Dimnent Chapel.
Or when during the Tulip Festival a tour
group was staying in Voorhees Hall. Their
leader called me, panicked,at 12:30 a.m.
being sure they would run out of toilet paper
during the night. I assured her the Voorhees
supply would last the night, but she would
not let me go until I assured her the Public
Safety officer could get her more TP if she
needed it.
The night of the All-Starbaseball game we
had severe thunderstorms and tornadoes in
Holland. I ran from Brumler to Arcadian to
Dykstra telling the temporaryHopeites to
"GET IN THE BASEMENT!" All they said
was, "You sure look wet." On the way home
after midnight 1 ran through the automatic
sprinklers at Western Seminary.
These people come from everywhere.
Nashville.San Francisco.Cleveland. Anchorage. And even Kents Hill, Maine. They
are the more than 5,000 chemists, theological
librarians, photographybuffs,

youth pastors,

pianists, and others who call Hope College

"home" for
summer.

a

week

or

weekend during the

Sure, the academic enterprisegoes on. Scientific researchcontinues in Peale's labs.

Classesmeet in Lubbers Hall. And it is
rumored that even the library is open. But
academics are almost lost in the shuffle of
Hope's summer visitors.
A recent weekend brought several diverse
groups
to Hope's campus.
summer conference members and creatingan
During their three days at Hope, the Ad
audience under the silver maples in front of
Hoc group adhered to a loose schedule of
Kollen Hall. The company members stay in
13 college-owned cottageson the fringe of the events: a steak fry, brunch, parties, and an
interfaith worship service in the Pine Grove.
campus, often stumbling into them after long
They reminisced about required chapel,the
rehearsalsand late performances.
Housing is donated by Hope College,which 1967 freshmenmixer, D. Ivan Dykstra, and
dorm shenanigans.
frees HSRT members from the pressures they
Meanwhile,the polyester-cladwomen of
might face in other summer theatres."1 like
the Lutheran Women's Missionary Society
not having to worry about bills," Technical
DirectorDavid Morkal remarks. Problems like convened at Hope for a weekend of business,
worship, and fellowship... in that order.
finding housing, paying rent, and, as Morkal
says, "all that hassle for a three-monthstay" They are a seriousbunch. A tightly-packed
schedule left them no time for the relaxation
are eliminated.
favored
by the Ad Hoc people.
Housing is carefullyassigned so houseAt their Friday evening worship service,
mates are people that company members
the women and a few scattered, slightly baldmight not see during their regular day. One
ing men sat stiff with attentionlistening to a
cottage, for example, holds a photographer,
the Children'sPerformance Troupe tour man- black-robed pastor preaching on "Sharing
Our Joy in the Lord." Except for the swooshager, a worker in the ticket office, and an
ing of improvised church-bulletinfans, absoactor/intern.
lute orderlinessprevailed. At the Rev. W. J.
"It builds a feeling of ensemble," Weeks
Zarling's"Amen," the congregation jumped
believes. Roscoe Carroll, an actor in his third
to its feet in unison.
year with HSRT, agrees, believingthe diverThe women seemed to have discovered the
sity of housemates gives each company memonce-upon-a-time zeal and fervor of the blueber a stronger sense of the work that goes
jeaned Ad Hoc crowd.
into the productions. "It's very important for
By now, you must think summertime Hope
the successof a show."
is total chaos, but that is not entirely true.
For its 13 summers of existence,DeWitt's
My supervisor,Mary Kempker, somehow
theatre has remained the focal point of Hope
manages to coordinateour guests'comings
College in the summer. The Russian olives in
and goings. Mary is the associate director of
the open porch plantershave matured, the
College Relations, and it is her advance planlobby and ticket office have been newly exning which gives the summer a sense or
panded, and the quality of the Hope Summer
orderlinessand continuity.
Theatre performances has improved annually
And there are gratifyingmoments too.
through the continuing support of Hope ColStan and Pattye Craig liked Holland so
lege and the Holland community. The comthey decided to stay.
much
HUSTLE-BUSTLE: Hope Summer Repertory Theatre Actress ElizabethSwain carries her
pany members all agree strongly with Rita
"Holland is the kind of place we'd like
burden with flair, the 150 Mid-American Pompon Camp attendees practice with concentration
Weeks, who states "It's because of the ColRyan to grow up in," said Stan, nodding at
and Dale Scamehorn of the maintenancedepartmentuses a both-feet-on-the-ground approach
lege that Hope Summer Repertory Theatre is
his 14-month old son.
to a task that is far from at hand.
the success that it is."
"Yet I'm not sure we're looking forward to
Michigan winters," added Pattye.
The Craigs were only three of nearly 200
youth workers who spent eight weeks at
Hope this summer attending Young Life's
Weeks then joins the company in a meeting
at home," says stage manager Rita Weeks.
.Institute of Youth Ministries.
in the main theatre.At 9:30, there could be a
As well as the 25,000 people who come to
And last week's mail brought a letter from
musical rehearsalin Snow Auditorium, dance
the productions,the 70 HSRT company memone of the Lutheran women.
rehearsalsat the Dow Center, or company
bers keep the revolving doors on the theatre
"We thank you again for a job well done
rehearsalsin the Julianna Room in Durfee or
lobby spinning.
and we ask that you thank all your young
Although DeWitt Center is the focus of the in the studio theatre while the set crew works
people that helped make our weekend a memHSRT activities,it isn't the only building the on the main stage.
orable one," she wrote.
Weeks may grab a quick lunch in the Kletz
theatre company uses. Take the schedule of
by Mary Dejonge
She is happy. I am tired. But know what? I
between meetings and rehearsals, as do many
Rita Weeks, for example. Weeks is the stage
love my job . . . and often 1 love our guests.
manager of "Guys & Dolls" and "Candide," of the company members.
Even the ones who get trapped in the DeWitt
Dear Dad and Mom,
The interns have an afternoon class in
and, as such, must attend all rehearsalsand
As my co-worker said recently, the sumelevator.
DePree Art Center, and members of the Chilproduction meeting for the musicals. She
mer has turned out to be both more and less
Your daughter,
wakes up in DuMez cottage before seven, and dren's Performance Troupe often rehearse
Mary
than we expected: more grouchy people and
outside
DeWitt
Center
on
the
recently
created
by eight is either in the stage managers'
less beach time. I sometimes feel like an R.A.
12th Street mall, capturing the attentionof
office or at a production meeting in the Kletz.

The great

conference caper
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A

humble,

immodest, proposal

if

Knock, knock, where's the door?
by

With a firm foundation resting on
the study of and responses to the real-

Don Luidens

Every institution needs a front.
front is

what people

A

everyday social experience,undergrided by the classics,gently

ities of

see first. That first

sighting helps outsiders and insiders
understand what the institution

caressedby the cosmopolitan cadences
of the world's languages, peopled by

is all

about. It's fronts that institutions must
keep up; it's fronts which (especially

those for whom the belles lettres are
told and by the memories of earlier

academic) institutions must be out

tellers.Graves Hall stands as

in.

I

consensus front.

I

have

a

for D. Ivan and other mythic
forerunners. Graves lives on as a tal-

isman of times past.
But more than that. Graves anticipates the future. Its Presidents'Room
serves as the debating theater for cur-

institution (such as ours) should evince
certain distinguished qualities: it

should be classic without being archaic;
it should be sturdy without being
it

ricular deliberation,

campus

life

con-

templation, and policy planning. Here
the College's Boards and Committees

should be distinctive without

meet under the watchful and somewhat

being frivilous; it should be functional
without being insipid. Most importantly, its inhabitants should be

cam-

um

humble pro-_

front for a prestigiousacademic

stodgy;

-bastion

pus chapel, former library, former for-

posal to correct that deficiency,develop
that consensus.

A

a

of dignity and erudition.Former

have recently come to the sad
realization that Hope College lacks a
But

aloof gaze of former first officers. In

performing

this

room

is

the College's future con-

those tasks which clearly bespeak the

structedin the very presence of the

uniqueness of the institution.
A quick jog around the campus re-

past!

veals that a

number of

As one

treds the muffled halls of

Graves, one

possiblefronts

is

struck by the fin-

are really affronts.For instance,Lub-

gersnapping vitality of its faculty, by
the breadth of the world-view reflected

bers Hall and Peale Science Center each

on the wall-maps of

are actually backs in disguise; others

have a dismaying set of sides.
all,

and

its

the sociability and
open-dooreddiplomacy of its department members. In sum, there is no
its stairwells, by

under-

side is similarly exposed.

Voorhees Hall boldly

struts its front

before the world. Its thrust-back arms
affectionatelybracket a cozy arcade in

which any academic would gladly dialogue. But Voorhees lay fallow for
years, and it almost succumbed to the
wrecker's demolition ball. While cynics
might argue that this is an apt front
for Hope, I reject it as too dour — by
far.

The growing family of live-in, redbricked boxes must be similarly rejected out of hand. Collegiateblockhouse has its place, but it hardly brings
to mind the image of creative, mental
engagement. This noble endeavor may
elude us from time to time, yet we
must remember that we are in need of
a distinguished front to represent the
best of

Hope.

“A bastion of dignity and erudition": Essayist Lindens and
Graves Hall.

must put sympathy aside; Dimnent
isn't woven of the right stuff.

Cyberneticistsmay proffer the un-

Dow

clutteredtrimness of

me

hardly serves the best traditions of the
liberal arts to have at our front's front
a card-checking, pass-purveyingdesk

There

is

probably considerable inertia

already built up to declare that DeWitt
is the self-evidentcampus front. After

some may reason, DeWitt houses
the campus' decision-making apparatus

fronts, these!

may chime

can hard-

ly be expected to transcend the

mun-

all,

others

all, still

may

others

DeWitt throbs to the
campus' theatric and high frequency
in,

heartbeats.What better front?

Ah, but DeWitt, too, must be

dis-

missed as a candidate. DeWitt confounds

its

uninitiatedwith a labyrinth

of lobbies, a welter of

Kafkaesquemaze

walkways, a

of cubbyholes.

do the teachers teach for the sake of

tee, raise alarums with alums, find

the administrators? Historically/ ad-

fault with a faculty friend . . . en fin,

ministrativedecisions were made at the

the next time you

behest and with the blessing of “the

lack of a distinguished front for

faculty of the College."

So

that

don't misconstrue that order, it

we
is

very

On

Some

denizens of outlying quarters

might make parochial cases for one or
another of the myriad cottages and departmental facilitieswhich punctuate
the campus. But I must excuse these
structuresas merely points and counterpointsrather than significant state-

font of a

is a veritable

front; a frontier front; a front's front.

me propose Graves Hall.
The silent sentinelsthat stand before
Graves Hall — the stately anchor (lately
refurbished,once again) and the brick
columns with their graceful arch — are
steadfast beacons to any observers that
Let

they are in the presence of a true
front. Walking up the tree-lined arcade,

goings behind its doors. In stark con-

behind some

he or she

trast, the high calling of a chapel is to

ers, hallways leading to hallways; be-

tinguished front, a memorable front, a

hind

natural front.

sojourners above the warp and

woof of

TEN

their early tapestry. So

we

On

still

others, .

.

.

have proffersure that you will soon point

tion in light of all that I

am

with pride to that mighty fine front.

is out.

with the proverbial riddle of the doors:
restrooms; behind oth-

Hope

College, please reconsider your percep-

too far out front. Thus, DeWitt

should reflect the worldly comings and

lie

confronted

alleged

important not to put the administration

first

is

bemoan the

red. I

dane. Indeed, by definitiona front

lift its

entering, the visitor

emblem-

Hope College.
The next time you agonize with an
architect, commiseratewith a consultant, ponder with a planning commitatic of

front: my choice

and apparatchiks; after

all,

alive with those pursuits most

dent leadership;after,

enough functions and functionaries,
these buildings suffer from fatal cases
of architecturalanemia. Hardly healthy

other possible front so classic, so sturdy, so distinctive, so functional,and so

DeWitt presents to the seeker of fronts
the dilemma of who's working on
whose behalf? Does the administration
administer on behalf of the teachers^ or

add, DeWitt cradles the campus' stu-

all,

There will undoubtedly be considerable sympathy for proclaiming Dimnent Chapel the ideal front; however
that prospect sounds almost sacriligious
(my “Dutch" mother might have said

his favorite campus building.

ments about the essence of Hope
College. They fall short as fronts.
Inexorably, painlessly, humbly, we
are ded to my proposal for Hope's ideal

dismissed (with no personnel slight
intended). While encasing respectably

“spotten"). A front, after

as the epito-

hunk of hightech hardware. Although a time-honored case can be made for the Platonic
principle of training both body and
mind, Dow would be a far too formidable front. With its brooding visage and
its harsh angularity,Dow strikes one as
almost too Calvinist. Furthermore,it
of a finely crafted

jockey.

The twin (albeit fraternal) bunkers
which house Hope's mathematicians,
physicists, and librarians must also be

classrooms, by

the

fronts there, although the backside of
Peale is obvious to

its

human collage of community youth
who are aggressivelyupward bound in

No

no one can mistake the
is

fact that

approaching a dis-

Graves Hall. I do.

Endnote
Author Luidens (Class of

'69), associ-

ate professor of sociolog}/, assures that

neither the fact that the class of his
grandparents (Anthony and Mae DePree Luidens '12) presented Hope with
the twin pillars that front Graves Hall,
nor the fact that the class of his father

(Edwin

Luidens '40) donated the
cast-ironarch which bridges those pillars and serves to complete the picturesque frame for Graves Hall, nor yet
the fact that the author has his office

and conducts most of his classes in
Graves Hall had anything whatever to
do with his humble proposal. He could
have just as easily chosen Voorhees
Hall, in which his grandmother was
one of the first class of inhabitants, his

mother (Ruth Stegenga Luidens ’42)
was one of the "mature" generation of
dwellers,and his wife (Peggy
McNamara Luidens '69) was one of its
last,

pre-restorationresidents.

another level (the upper one),
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certainlywas in no position to offer him a
high salary — he would have to undertake
the task of raising funds almost immediately. Nor was the College able to offer him
proper accommodations.Dr. Phelps, the
first president,had been forced to resign in
1878 but as late as 1885 still claimed that
he had the right to occupy the major portion of Van Vleck Hall which had been his
home while he was on campus. Scott, who
had been on the faculty since the College
was founded had his own home on 9th
Street and had received no additional compensation when he served first as vice president 1878-1880 and then as provisional
president 1880-1885.
The promise of an impressive presidential
mansion might well have been regarded as
necessary to convince De Baun that the Synod was willing to respond generouslyto
Scott'splea for help and Dr. Cole's urging.
As it turned out, De Baun declined the
presidency and the President'sHouse, despite its promisingbeginning, came to completion at a slow pace. The July, 1885,
minutes of the Executive Committee of the
Council of Hope College record that the
originalplans for the proposed building

An effort is underway to raise funds to renovate Hope's President'sHouse, which has over the years received many distinguishedguests,
includingformer U.S. President Gerald R. Ford (l.)in 1977. Also pictured is Trustee Willard Wickers, former Provost David Marker and
PresidentGordon Van Wylen.

1

00 years

they exceeded the funds available for the
purpose. The Committee then decided to
invite bids for the completionof only the
outside work on the house. This time there
were five bids, the lowest for $2,965 coming from James Huntley who received the

later

A former white elephant comes
by Paul G. Fried

drawn up by Mr. H. te Roller were reviewed but found too expensive. By April
of 1886 Mr. A. Visscher, secretary of the
Committee on Improvements, could report
that the initial work of digging the foundation and constructing the basement had
been completedat a cost of $567.23.His
committee had then examined seven bids
for the completion of the house which
ranged from $6,949.50 down to $4,800, but
all had been rejeaed as unacceptable since

The reception of the guests was carefully
planned. Met at the train station by a

of

age

department, as well as $1,000 for a teaching
museum and $1,500 for additional lecture
rooms. Looking ahead Scott hoped there

committee of distinguished citizens, they
SaturdayJune 7, 1884, was an exciting
could be a new, fireproof library, a science
were brought to the Hope campus. A platday for the citizensof Holland partly bebuilding, and a permanent endowment to
form for speakers and seats for the delecause it led to the construction of an improvide
for the salaries of the faculty.
gates
had
been
constructed
in
the
Pine
pressive building on the campus of Hope
In his response The Rev. David Cole, the
Grove and a special song of welcome had
College which remains as a tangible memoPresident of the Synod, paid tribute to Dr.
been composed for the occasion. A floral
rial of the concern which the leaders of the
Scott
and complimented the students on
committee
was
on
hand
to
present
each
Reformed Church felt for the future of
their earnestness and their piety. Addressperson with a "beautiful buttonholeboutheir young "western" school. On that
ing himself to the delegates he commented
quet" and, more importantly, faculty and
particulardate, some 200 delegates to the
that "prayers were not needed as much to
students
were
assembled
to
meet
the
General Synod, which was meeting "in the
build up Hope College as were dollars" and
visitors.
West" for the first time in the history of
his wish that God would open the hearts
The Holland City News devoted a major
the denomination,interrupted their deliberand pocketbooksof some of the wealthy
portion of its June 14 issue to a detailed
ations in Grand Rapids long enough to pay
members of the church who were among
report on the various speeches and other
a brief visit to Holland and Hope College.
his hearers. The report of the Holland City
The invitationfor a "field trip" had been events of that day. Of particularinterestis
News also noted that, toward the end of
the opening address given by the Rev. Dr.
extendedby the Rev. Thomas Walker
the exercises on campus, the Rev. Dr. John
Charles Scott, then the Provisional PresiJones, pastor of Hope Church, on behalf of
De Baun of Fonda, N.Y., who had just
dent of Hope College. Scott reminded his
Hope College and the churchesof the Holbeen elected president of Hope College, was
land area. The value of bringing the leaders listenersof the early history of the College
introduced and applauded. The delegates
which he compared to a dependent and
of the Church to Holland on this occasion
then adjourned to the City Hotel for dinner
weakchild.
Pointing
to
the
campus
which
was clearly suggested by the editorial note
and a few more speeches. One of these was
then consisted of Van Vleck Hall and seven
found on page 1 of the April 23 issue of
answered by Elder C. De Neuiville of Long
rather plain wooden structures,Scott adthe Christian Intelligencer:"The Synod
Island, N.Y., who offered to donate $500 to
mitted; "There is nothing of which we
ought to visit Holland and see the settleHope College. Apparently this pledge
boast at present," but predicted that if the
ment and the institutionsof the church
brought others; after the Synod returned to
Synod
would
return
to
the
campus
in
1984
there. One hour spent looking at the buildGrand Rapids a total of $3,100 was raised
they and the world would be astounded by
ings of Hope College would produce such
by the delegates so that a suitable residence
the mature manhood of their institution.
convictions as cannot be attained by colfor the president could be erected at Hope
Certainly
in
1884
Hope
College
was
a
umns of printed argument."
College.
small and struggling young institution.The
All well and good. Yet one can't help ask
total enrollmentof the College consisted of
why the General Synod decided to offer
24 students: 2 seniors, 6 juniors, 7 sophfunds to Hope College for the construction
omores and 9 freshmen. In addition there
Dr. Fried is a reof a building which had not been listed
were
104
students
in
the
Grammar
School
cently retired proamong either the urgent or the long-range
or preparatory department.The College
fessor of history
needs of the struggling institution?
faculty was made up of five men, who also
whose research inOne possible answer is to relate this
had
to
teach
in
the
preparatory
department
terests lie in the earaction to the invitationextended to Dr. De
which was staffed with five more full time
ly days of Hope and
Baun to become president of Hope College.
Holland.
or part time instructors.In his 1884 annual
Dr Baun was a popular and highly rereport to the Council of Hope College Scott
spected "Eastern" minister who had served
had listed the most urgent needs of the
as president of General Synod in 1880. He
institutionas follows: SI ,500 for the limust have had both a comfortable income
brary for books and a reading room,
and residence in New York. The College
$10,000 to equip laboratoriesfor a science
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contract and agreed to complete the necessary work by August 15th of that year.
Visscher's report concluded with the comment: "It is the intention of the committee
to invite bids for the completionof said
building as soon as funds for this purpose
can be had, which we intend to secure as

soon as possible."
Raising the money needed to complete
the interiorof the house apparently was
not easy and it remained boarded up for
several years before it could finally be
finished in 1892. The picture which appears

Holland brochure published that year
looks very impressive but at the time the
building, long designated as "the Synod's
in a

House for the President" (an attempt to
disassociateit with the College, or to give
recognition to- its principaldonors?), was
probably regarded by many as a white
elephant. Dr. Scott, who was finally elected
constitutionalpresident of Hope College in
1885 after Rev. De Baun had declined the

appointment,was approaching70 and

in

very poor health. Professor Gerrit Kollen,
elected his successor in 1893, had just
moved into a beautiful new home on 12th
Street and really did not need — nor did his
. wife want — the house. So it stood empty
for three more years. Not until July 1895
could the Anchor report: "Dr. Kollen and
his family will move into the President's

house sometime during the vacation."
Since that time the house has played an
increasingly importantpart in the life of
Hope College not only as the private residence of the College president but as an
attractivefocus of a variety of social events
involving students/faculty, alumni, townspeople and visitors to the campus. Although there have been a number of
additions and changes during the nearly
100 years since the building was erected

and

it is scheduled for a thorough renovation in the near future, the "Synod's
House for the President" stands as a proud
reminder of the faith in the future which

led Dr. Scott in

envision what

1884 to invite the Synod to
College might be 100

Hope

years hence, in 1984.

ELEVEN

from
campus

Scenes
a

by Eileen Beyer
Photos by Louis Schakel

On

campus is a collection of
elements brought together more by the haphazthe one hand, the

ards of history than by comprehensive design.

On

the other hand,

it is

a

grand symbol of the

continuity and community of learning.

Reading Thoreau while sprawled on the grass of the Pine Grove.
Trudging through snowdriftswhile attempting a "shortcut" across

campus during one of Holland's endless winters. Finding at least ^
the lower limbs of the imposing Van Raalte beech to be userfriendly. Stirring up autumn's carpet while resolutely walking off

academic anxieties, homesickness, romantic fevers and

all

manner

subsume to subconsciousness
Muzak, the hymns of the Ninth Street
Christian Reformed Church electronic carillon.
In the attic of memory Hope's campus easily takes on a grandeur

of collegiatedistress. Learning to

Holland's peculiar daily

which exceeds
But

in

buildings

its

components.

purely practical terms, isn't

—

just so

much

a

campus simply grounds and

real estate? In these

"buyers' market"

days of college recruitment, more students seem

to be saying that

by selecting a college in the same way one might buy
the basis of closet space and number of bathrooms.
But such

practical

a house

— on

assessments of collegiatebricks and mortar

remain exceptions. Even in the absence of nostalgia, a campus
usually seems larger than its square footage, as most sightseers
read a college's values in the particular convergence of scale, style
Dutch-influencedgables, Lubbers Hall for the Humanities and Social

Sci-

and overall atmosphere of

its

buildings and

grounds.

ences (built as Science Hall, 1942)
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And well they should, says architecturalscholar Paul Venable
Turner of Stanford University who has recently authored the first
comprehensive study of the evolution of the American campus and
its relation to

educational principles.

Early American campuses were designed to appear dramatically
different

from the campuses of English colleges such

Cambridge, says Turner.
"The American campus

is

one

of the

as

Oxford and

most distinctivelyAmerican

forms that has ever been created," Turner stated recently in

The

Chronicle of Higher Education. "The desire for a special place
where scholars study and live together is ingrained in the Ameiican sense of what a college is."
Hope's campus mirrors several of the

which Turner points.

American innovationsto

was developed to be a distinct
it was not cloistered. The blending
of Holland indicates extroversion. Citing

First, it

community; at the same time,
at the edges

„ America's

with the

first

city

college, Harvard, as example, Turner says that

"while committed to the collegiateideal of students and teachers
living together, the school also considered itself an integral part of
the larger

community. This was

to

become

typical of

colleges."

American
Detail, Voorhees Hall (1907)
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hodgepodge? Just how much
were the Dutchmen of the Midwest who shaped Hope's campus
influenced by major trends in
institutionaldesign or the aesthetics of their

day?

These and other speculations
may be answered by a threeyear, comprehensive architectural
history of the College involving
student and faculty researchers
which is being administeredby
the department of history.
first

The

portion of this study, a geo-

graphical history, will begin this
fall.

But, for the time being, on to

some

of the facts at

first five

hand. The

Hope cam-

acres of the

pus were donated by the College's founder, the

Rev. Dr. A.

Van Raalte. The first permanent building was Van Vleck
C.

Hall, constructed in 1857 and designed by the principal who also
lent the structure his

name, the

Rev. John Van Vleck. Both the
main campus and Van Vleck Hall
are registered sites of the Michigan Historical Commission.
Currently,College planners are
clutching architects'

schemmatic

plans for a five-level, 78,000-

new library designed
with such a traditionallook that
one almost expects the bricks to
square-foot

have ivy ready-appliquedto their
faces.

Van Vleck and the
proposed library, 20 new buildings have filled in 102 acres and
In between

expanded the campus' on-thebooks value to $45,107,000.

Campus expansion and beaubeen one of the
most evident accomplishments of
tification has

Gordon
Van Wylen. More than $16

the current presidency of
J.

million has been raised for
and Mathematics (1963)

ties

improvement since he took

office in

seems not unlikely that
Hope's campus development was
It

also influenced

by one of the

trying to project age and respect-

As the campus has grown,

area, the Pine Grove, but accord-

ability

when they approved

there have been decades of pit-

ing to Elton J. Bruins,

campus

historian and dean for the arts

plans, that of the University of

and humanities, the area dates
back to the early days of the

drawn up by

may have been

Thomas Jefferson. Jefferson's

institution and

"academical village" contained
an expansive, open area sur-

the "college grove"

rounded by private homes, most

in 1890-91.

occupied by professors. This de-

fessors'

sign related well to Jefferson's
vision of the ideal education —

one

in

-

which familial rela-

tionships developed between professor and student.

There

is little

FOURTEEN

information

1972.

about the history of Hope's open

best-known campus master
Virginia which was

facili-

where the

25th anniversary was celebrated

Many

of the pro-

Gothic architecture

for the chapel

completed in 1928? Was Hope
influenced by the landscape ar-

Law Olmsted,
the planner of New York City's
chitect Frederick

tance and of plenty, years of

growth and years of

peril.

what of the results?
Architect Geoffrey Freeman of
the Boston firm Shepley, Bull-

Central Park and designer of

finch,

Richardson and Abbott,

more than 20 campuses, whose

which

is

taste dictated buildings placed in

library, says in his -opinion the

homes which once ringed picturesque, rather than formal
or symmetrical arrangements?
the campus are now owned by
Was the Graves Hall archway
the College and used for living

designing Hope's

nicest feature of Hope's
is its

is

pus. This relationship is

Were Hope leaders trying to
mimic other schools with re-

attempt

thing

impose

a central vista

and major axis onto what had
developed as informal

and

campus

not a walled cam-

added as a Beaux-Arts touch, an
to

new

relationship with the town.

"Hope's

units and offices.

ligious affiliations or consciously

And

it

many

some-

colleges don't have,

could be visually strength-

ened even more."
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For instance, Freeman sees Centennial Park as an asset to both
city

and College, and suggests that the campus could be enhanced

by relating more obviously to this neighboring site.
Freeman points to Graves Hall as probably the best designed
building on campus because of "its presence, its symbolism, its
richness of detail." The campus' weakness, in his view, is its lack
of a

main

arrival point.

campus is a little like coming into
someone's enormous yard. You have to know your entrance."
Others have criticized that too much of Hope's appearance was
"In a sense, walking into a

mothered by necessity and builders' lowest bids rather than aesthetic considerations, particularlyduring those explosive enrollment
growths of the post-war and baby-boom years. But despite its
variety of architecturalstyles and its prominent twentieth-century
brick boxes, the campus manages a harmony that has little to do
with cohesion and more to do with all the stories its buildings tell
of master-plansand compromises, of funds that came up short and
funds that went over the top.

Somehow, seeing each building

as the realizationof a particular

age's aspiration provides a sense of continuity with the past that

manages to

belittle whatever aesthetic annoyances

one finds pre-

sent today.

whole, Hope's campus richly expresses the notion that great
places are not built in a day and thus underlines very well one of
education's principal principles:continued striving.
As

a

Carved Waverly stone, Graves Hall (1894)
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Hauntings.
Lest the present have the last word on the state of the
campus, consider these earlier appraisalsof the place, all
gleaned from Hope's archives.

Should paradise be paved?
“Our campus . . . was lovelier in 1872 than it is now.
Man's rude hand had not been over-pruning and tearing
away nature'smeshes of shrub and vine. . . . There were
clumps of old fashioned Pinks of grandmother's days. . .
In the deep shade of the evergreens the sweet Arbutus
flourished, and the shy Trilliums had a home among the
banks and shrubs. In those days, 'Keep off the grass' was
written upon the hearts of the students. There were no beelines for the nearest point to the street."
.

signed

from a

letter

in The

Anchor

dated March 3, 1982, printed

Doing with what you’ve got.
“Thy Strength and

grace, beloved

.

.

Alma Mater

Are not in massive granite and sculptured frieze,
In chiseledarch, in tall and slender column
Thy greatness in not in such common things these. .

.

.

"Noble is thy calling.
Grander than sculptor's power who carves in store that may
Defy the ages: thou dost fashion mind
Which shall endure even when earth has passed away."
from "Lines to my Alma Mater" by the Rev.
Kommers, Class of 1881

T.

Hope's oldest building.Van Vleck Hall (1857)

Maybe they were expecting more cows?

].

my first impression of Hope, on
my job-interviewvisit, summer of 1945. . .
"Drowsy in the summer heat, the gray-stoned Graves"I often think back to

.

Before jogging was bom.

.

.

"Dancing, cards and roller skating were banned. The only
moving sights in those days were seen when someone
carelessly left the big gates of the campus fence open and
the students were summoned to drive the cows out."
Frances Phelps Otte
Class of 1882
recalling her undergraduate
years in
Oct., 1950, edition

Alumni Magazine,

Winants was the administrativecenter as well as the classroom building and home of the Hope library. What is now
classroom 104 was then the office for the whole administration, except for the tiny privateoffice directly behind it

(now the men's room) for the presidentof the college.
"Van Raalte was the major classroom building. . . . The
new building was Science Hall, completed in 1941, later to
be handed down to the humanities and social sciences
faculties and renamed Lubbers Hall. Along side it, where
Durfee now stands,a hay field, tall and yellow, waved in
the

Padding the vita

summer breeze.

"As

"Dr. G. J. Kollen spent his vacation in Holland. Many
things,such as repairingof buildings,communicatingwith
prospectivestudents,and laying plans for the ensuing year
kept him very busy."

for faculty offices, with the exception of the science

new quarters,there were none. My
'office'. . . was a classroom, or more strictly a desk in the
front of a classroom. Welcome to my spacious office, Van
Raalte 206 — available when classes were not in session
faculty in their plush

there."

from a report in the Oct,

1, 1895,

Anchor
recollections of Professor-Emeritus of English

The face of constancy
"Miss DePree is our only assurance
place.

John W. Hol-

lenbach, July 16, 1984
that this is the

same

It

seemed

like a

good idea

at the

time

"

quote from an alumnus revisiting Hope in 1926

"As The Netherlands is one of the birthplacesof modern
architecture.. . . , it seems very fitting and appropriate that

American contemporaryarchitectureshould clothe any new
buildingsin Holland, Michigan, U.S.A."
Ralph Colder
Architect of Durfee Hall, prior to its construction,in a letter
reprintedin the Dec., 1948, issue of Alumni Magazine

Organic gamering
"Throughout the past month, that most barren spot, the
Kollen Hall parking lot, was plowed as the seeds of construction were sown, as all was showeredwith the gentle rain of
gold and silver and as five men's dorms have sprung up
before our very eyes."
report in the Nov. 2, 1962, anchor

Mission described
"Because we have

many

residential students,housing

whole student
body. So while our operating budget is doing real well we
have many problemsthat have not been solved in upgrading
facilitieson our campus. . . .
"Van Raalte Memorial Hall should be replaced.It's 68
years old and we are having some difficulty with it. We also
need our sciencefacilitiesupgraded and Hope desperately
needs a new physical education plant. . . . But at this time
we are not certain just how far we can safely go without
jeopardizingthe overall position of the college."
facilitiesare necessary for practically the

Clarence ). Handlogten
Business Manager
in The Grand Rapids Press, Dec. 20, 1970

Mission accomplished
"The building activity on the campus right now makes it
seem impossible that our nation is sufferingfrom a severe .
recession.Those of us who were around the campus for
much of the summer had to take weekly walks to keep up
with the changes in the physical properties."
Elton ). Bruins, professor of religion,
in a statement of appreciationto Gordon and Margaret Van
Wylen, Aug. 27, 1982

From both sides now
"We are glad that at last we can say ‘Our gymnasium.'
The old chapel building has at last undergone such
changes as will make it look like a Gymnasium."
from report in 1892 Anchor
"We may

be justly proud of our gymnasium. It

is

among

the best in this country."
from report in 1907 Anchor, after the constructionof
Carnegie

Gym

"Our present gymnasium ...
President Gordon
Hope fund drive

).

is

woefully inadequate."

Van Wylen, April, 1975, during Build

"Today we dedicatea new building where old things may
be done in new and better ways."
Service of dedication,Dow Health and Physical Education
Center, Oct. 20, 1978
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Japanizing Christianity vs. Christianizing Japan

A new -generation maker
by Larry Helder
Larry Helder, a former news from Hope
begun his second year in Japan as
an English teacher.
intern, has

Up from the farm he came, an 11-year-old
tender of 30 chickens that brought no silver
to his father's purse. His father, a Butternut
Bread wholesaler turned truck farmer on the
side for the sake of his sons: their vision was
so bad that attending a college seemed impossible. "The boys should learn to work with
their hands," Dad said.
Up from Camp Geneva, where at the tender age of 13 a young boy receivedvision
enough from missionariesDr. John Piet and.
Anne DeYoung. One mantle out of many
rested on young shoulders. Missions became
a far-off hope, a calling for Gordon Laman.
Up from Hope College '56, where Laman
studied with his future wife, Evon Southland
'57, took an English major, and roomed with
a young Korean, Ki Bum Han '56, whose
friendshipLaman feels strengthened his
growing desire to become a missionary to the
Far East.
"I might have ended up in Korea, because
of my roommate'sinfluence.But the RCA
didn't have a mission there. I needed to work
where the need was greatest, the Christians
fewest.The statisticson Christianityin Japan
were bad. I felt I could make a difference."
He went straight into Western Theological
Seminaryafter Hope; three years later, graduation. A vision became reality aboard the
"Saga Maru," a freighterbound for Japan,
carrying 11 passengers,two laymen aboard.
Spiritual mileposts are a matter of timing:
what used to be called the fullness of time.
The Lamans arrivedin Japan during a spiritual milepost.
"We arrived at Kobe, Japan, in 1959, the
100th Anniversary of Protestantmissions in
Japan. The founders of the church had set the
priorities and policies. In the beginning, missionaries had led the Japanese church. That
changed over the years as the Japanese Christians took more of the responsibility. But for
five years during the Second World War, the
Japanese church had been completely on its
own. Missions in Japan had changed. Missionaries were the 'helpers' not the
'leaders.'"
For two years, '59-'61, the Lamans studied
the Japanese language, sometimes for 10
hours a day in Tokyo. When their first son
was born they moved to southern Japan, Saga
Prefecture(district)in Kyushu, the only
American family among one million Japanese.
Under the United Church of Christ, Dr.
Laman became a "circuit preacher," visiting
six small Japanese churches, preaching in Japanese, and meeting monthly with the four
Japanese ministers who led the Saga district
churches.
From the beginning of Dr. Laman's ministry in Japan, his message has been shaped by
cultural immersion and the desire to be accepted on equal terms by the Japanese.
"I told all four Japanese ministers,'Never
speak to me in English.'I would come home
totally drained after using Japanese all day. I
was a missionary of a new generation: nonthreatening.The Japanese 1 worked with felt
that."
Besides his circuit-preachingduties in Saga,
Dr. Laman helped organize a mass media
evangelistic program.This program began out
of Laman's disenchantment with English Bible
classes for young people, and Christian pamphlets that Laman felt were either "too sophisticated or too simplistic, sign-on-thedotted-lineChristianity."
First came 30,000 postcards,which used
humor to attract high school students to Bible
correspondence courses. Then the radio programs, "Yoake" (Daybreak) in 1966 and a
late night disc jockey program, using popular
music with a religious message included during breaks. Films, music, spring and Christmas concerts,even a one-man singing show

(taped music, Gordon's voice) were all a part

media evangelism.
"I'd try any method to get a hearing. We
brought our message to churches and neighborhood community halls. That was my focus
of mass

for 9-1/2 years in Saga Prefecture."

While Gordon Laman pursued his missionary tasks in the community, Evon Laman
performed a quieter role: supporting her husband's work with advice and encouragement,
raising their children with Christian values,
and teaching them English and an identity as
Americans in a foreign culture.
"She gave herself to her children,especially during their early years. Our Japanese friends thought of her as a 'cultured
Japanese woman,' who was trainingher children properly. She has always had her own
quiet way of relating to people. Our life and
ministry in Japan has been a partnership;
we've been in this together.'"
The Laman's first son, Tim '83, now at-

of disciples

Laman read "Our Nagasaki Legacy" in his
the Japanese themselves have to bear the
keynote address before a gathering of misburden of Japanizing the gospel.'"
The end of one mission for the Lamans was sionaries and Japanese ministers at the annual
missionary conference in Nagasaki.
the beginning of another. In 1971 they
"When I finishedreading that paper, I was
moved with their two children to Nagasaki
given a standing ovation. Out of my personal
Prefectureto a town called Sasebo. There,
search, I'd touched a responsive chord in my
still working for the United Church of Christ,
Gordon Laman for the first time headed a
audience. I'll never forget that."
Dr. Laman does not see himself as an
church by himself on the nearby island of
Hirado. The Hirado church was a "preaching intellectual,but as a "district evangelist."
station"with only three Japanese Christians • After 20 years in the chiho, (the sticks or
country) he'd found a home and a mission in
at the time.
Nagasaki Prefecture.By chance, while workThe Lamans lived in Sasebo for 10-1/2
ing in the country he met the Presidentof
years. Dr. Laman continued the mass media
program he had begun in Saga. The Christian Tokyo Union Theological Seminary, who had
come to visit the Nagasaki churches. Out of
radio programsand literature distribution
two short meetings a friendshipgrew, and
continued. Only the geographicalarea had
later, a job offer. As Laman remembers it, the
changed — well, not exactly.There were funPresidentsaid, "We need someone like you at
damental differencesbetween Dr. Laman's
the seminary, someone who knows the strugSaga ministry and that of his new home.
gles of the people,and how to minister to
"The Nagasaki churches felt my skills
their needs."
hadn't been fully used before. They wanted
Dr. Laman does not think of his move
to incorporateme into the church. I came to
from districtevangelism to the seminary as a
feel I belonged there, a colleague,an equal
step upward, a more prestigiousposition.
partner in the church. My foreignnesswas
"When I was first asked to teach at Union,
o.k. They called me 'hennagaijin,'
a strange
I couldn't think of myself as a professor — I
foreigner, a Japanized foreigner."
Being an accepted member among Japanese was an evangelist. But then, later, teaching
young people in the seminaryseemed an
ministers still didn't make life easy in
obvious extension of my 20 years of evangeNagasaki Prefecturefor the Lamans. The
lism. I'm applying the lessons I learned in the
Christian legacy, particularly in southern Jafield towards the trainingof young people.
pan, was one of intense persecution during
God was preparing me for this."
the 17th century. Following centuriessaw a
In some ways Dr. Laman's move from
general repressionof Christianityin Japan,
evangelism in the country to theology in the
until the middle of the 19th century. That
made the task of Protestantevangelism, even city was not a step upward, but in other ways
it was. Being "one" with district Christians
in the 20th century, extremely difficult.
in Japan is different from the "oneness"a
Burned into the cultureand subconscious of
the Japanese was the feeling that Christianity missionary might experience among Japanese
theologians,both in terms of respect and in
was evil, politically subversive,a foreign reterms of the seemingly mundane.
ligion, the opposite of what it meant to be
"The Presidentand facultyasked me perJapanese.
sonallyto come to Tokyo Union Seminary; I
Years before in Saga Prefeaure, Gordon
wasn't appointed to fill a positionby the
Laman had struggled to win young Japanese
mission board. I'm a voting member of the
to Christ.His methods and his development
faculty, an assistant professor.None of this is
of evangelistic material,both in Japan and at
normal procedure! I teach two seminars in
Japanese: 'Mission Theologyin Japan' and
'Missions in Asia.' I also teach a practical
English course with my wife, Evon, and a
course in theologicalEnglish. I do all the
same chores my Japanese colleaguesdo. I'm
an advisor to the students,and, as Director of
Field Education,students report to me about
their church life and summer ministry. I'm
constantlyamazed at the things I'm allowed
to do.

"Last April, in front of a class of students,
a fellow Japanese professorsaid, T asked Dr.

Laman to team-teach with me this year. It
would be bad stewardship not to make use of
his researchand work in this field.'A compliment like that, in front of a group of Japanese, is very special."
Dr. Laman's enthusiasm and surprisemay
be hard to understand for anyone who has
never experienced life in Japan. For the 20th
century "helping missionary," acceptance
Someone who knows the strugglesof the people: Gordon Laman
from the Japanese,as co-workers and fellow
Christians,is intertwined with acceptance of
tends Harvard University in a Ph.D. program
Western Seminary earning his master's of
in neurobiology. Their daughter, Lisa, is a
theology during '64-'65, grew from his desire Christianity.Dr. Laman has attaineda degree
of oneness which few foreignersever experito understand the Japanese Christian experijunior at Hope. And their youngest son,
ence in Japan. He is, perhaps, less a "helper"
ence and overcome the obstaclessuppressing
Greg, is a twelve-year-oldstudent at the
than a Japanese minister.
American School in Japan.
the growth of the church.
Dr. Laman is 50 years old. Half of his life
All missionaries,but especially missionaries
Nagasaki Prefecturewas differentfrom.
has been spent in Japan. His father prepared
in Japan who face the insularmentality diSaga Prefecturein terms of intensity.What
him to work with his hands on a farm in
was true all over Japan was intensely true in
rected against all gaijin (foreigners), are vulNagasaki: to accept Christianitywas to reject Muskegon, somethinghe just never got
nerable to the charge that because they were
around to. He's not despondent: "I've had a
an essential part of one's Japaneseness.To
not born in the culture to which they preach,
lot of fun spreading corn in Japan," he said.
understand his surroundings and further his
they have a limited right to minister to it or
His saga isn't over; Japanese professorsretire
judge it. The Lamans confronted this menministry. Dr. Laman sought answers.
"Every missionary to Japan asks the ques- at 68.
tality after nearly 10 years in Saga
In the meantime. Dr. Laman can meditate
Prefecture.
tion, 'Why are the Japanese so resistant to
on the large wooden carving on the wall in
the gospel?'1 thought about it a lot. I read a
"There was a lot happening in the late
1960s: Vietnam, student radicals in Japan.
Among the Japanese ministers in Saga there
was one, in particular, that made it impossible
for us to work effectively. We had felt one
with the Saga Christians,co-workers. We
were told by that pastor,'Americanmissionaries are no longer needed in Japan, because
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wanted to know. "
His search led to a doctoraldissertation on
an early Reformed Church missionary's life
in Nagasaki and an article, "Our Nagasaki
Legacy: An Examination of the Period of
Persecutionof Christianityand its Impact on
Subsequent Christian Mission in Japan. " Dr.
lot of books. I

his office at

Union Seminary.Rudy Kuyten,

another missionary in Japan, carved a closeup, a wooden renditionof Sistine-Chapel
hands. God's hand is reaching down to touch
two hands reaching up. Why two? One hand
Japanese,one foreign? In wood, all hands look
the same: like working men's hands.

SEVENTEEN

Hope's
counterculture

comes

home

by Eileen Beyer and Mary Dejonge
Don't call it just another alumni reunion.
"It's a 'counter-culture'
reunion," says
Rich Williams '75, one of the principal organizers of an event billed as "the Ad Hoc
reunion," a gathering of fluctuatingnumbers
of Hope grads of the student-revolutionera.
The event was held on campus the weekend
of June 29-July 1.
Some of the events of the weekend — a
coffeehouse and a dance — attraaed more than
150 people. Other occasions,such as a steak
fry and an interdenominational worship service in the Pine Grove led by former Chaplain
William Hillegonds, were considerably more
intimate.
According to Williams, those attending the
reunion were at the forefrontof a "spiritual
revolution" which hit Hope hardest in the
early 1970s. Like their counterparts on other
campuses, these Hope students passionately
argued the Vietnam War, civil rights, campus
governance, black studies and other curricu-

lum issues.
"These were the people dedicated to

human

justice,

rights, sexual rights and the liberal

Today some are working for the nuclear
freeze movement. Others are members of
spiritual communes. Still others are ordained

RCA. But we're all still activists," says
Williams, himself a small businessmanin
New Jersey.
Williams began planning last winter for the
special reunion. An important aspect was
"networking,"using a series of mailings and
phone calls to put people back in touch with
the times and each other. Williamsrelied on
College administratersto help further his
ideas. Accordingto Alumni Director Vern
Schipper, the Ad Hoc reunion received support from the College comparable to that
given all class reunions, including a mailing
and secretarial servicesto produce a reunion
booklet,which in this case took the form of a
special ad hoc anchor.
After the party was over, Williams voiced a
little regret that fewer inviteeshad signed up
than he'd hope for. (There were 53 registered
for the total weekend package.) He thinks
many stayed away "out of fear that they
were making too much money, or too little"
or because of "guilt" resultingfrom the assumption that their accomplishmentshadn't
measured up to their former ideals.
Yet, those who did come represented a wide
variety of professions.Kay Hubbard '72, a
successfulexecutive at Holland's Donnelly
Mirrors, Inc., observed that many alumni of
this era have surprised even themselves by
becoming very good at making money.
Among those who attended from New York
City were Barbara Larsen '73, a lawyer;
David Beattie '73, who heads a big-nameclients promotional agency; and Mike
Boonstra '72, a staff member for popular
novelist James Clavell (Shogun).
Cathy Schueler '74, an artist, came from
New Mexico. Joanna Wennet '73 Ezinga, a
sex educator, came from New York State.
Jane Selfridge-Fochtman '69, a fulltimemom,
came from Traverse City — without kids.
George Fisher '72 left for a few days his
wheat fields in North Dakota to the combined
tending of Mother Nature and his elaborate
computer-monitoringsystem.
The reunion received front-page coverage
in The Detroit Free Press and Williamsreports that severalattendees are attempting to
place articles in nationallycirculatedmagazines, such as Rolling Stone and Esquire.

EIGHTEEN

GenevieveFarrar

Row 2 —

arts.

in the

An ad hoc assemblage
Row 1: L to R — Miriam Beyer, Eileen Verduin '70 Beyer, Anna Beyer, Scott Lenheiser '74, Susan Perry*, Cathy Schueler '74, jemez
Meyers, Sarah Myhre '73 Barber, Elizabeth Barber, Debbie DeWolff '74 Hem, Sadie Hern, Molly Hem, Lynda Boven '73 Farrar,
Richard Courson* , Michael Courson, Nanette Inman '75 Courson, Nan Tameling '76, Marianna Mover '75, Thor Cutler '74,
Thomas Gartner '72, Katherine Nelson '74, Mary Hekman '72 Shockley, Christina Shockley. Barbara Larsen '73
Row 3 — ]. Obadiah Gray ‘74, Rich Williams '75, Natelie Fritz '72, Steven Mancinelli '75, Mark McLean '74, Michael Boonstra '72, Toby
Tyler '73

Row 4 —

Elaine Krueger '73 Butler,G. M. Thompson '74, Roger Prindle '73 and '76, Diann Ording*

,

Richard Ording '74, Sharon Scully

Nisa*
Row 5 — Kay Hubbard '72, Joseph Filonowicz '74, Mark Preston '77
Row 6 — Todd Oleson '73, J. Dayne Lamb '72, Bill Hillegonds '49, Libby Hillegonds '.47, Karen Dimon
'73, Joseph

'76, Pete

Shidemantle*

*Hopeite by association.

Why

did they all come back?
For some, the Ad Hoc reunion was a social
event, a chance to renew old friendships,and
a vacation.
"When I was in college, 1 was a religious,
political and social misfit,"said Joanna
Ezinga. "I came to this reunion and found
instantcommunity."
Others, like Steve Mancinelli '75, a New
York City dancer who recently attended a
Buddhist seminary, spoke of "reconciling"
themselves to their alma mater.
Recallinghis days at the college, he said,
"My focus was on what 1 was doing that day,
not on what 1 was going to do when 1 grew
up."
The former students expressed some dismay at the way Hope has changed since their
days on campus. Sharon Scully '73 could not
find her old apartment. The door to Van
Vleck Hall is in the "wrong" place. Zwemer
Hall is gone! So is 12th Street.
"I see the collegeas much more imageconscious than it used to be. I feel ambivalent
about that," said Mark Convoy '75. "All the
buildingshave nameplates. Back then, . .
appearances took second place. Issues were
much more pressing."
Ten, 15 or 20 years later, do members of
Hope's revolution generation see themselves
substantivelydifferentfrom their predecessors? Were their years of protest short-lived
pulses of fashion,or have they made a lasting
influence?
Steve Mancinelli told a Detroit Free Press
reporterthat he and others were "still waiting to see what's going to happen out of our
generation."
"There's a lot of experience in the background of all of us, and we've always lived
with a sense of having to forge our own way.
We still have to."
"As far as work, finances and stable human
relationshipsgo, I think we've turned out
pretty much the same," responds Williams.
"But when you get into specifics of these
.

Reunion leaders Rich Williams and Cathy Schueler converse with

Prof. Jack Wilson (r.) of the

art department.
things,I think you see we're different. For
example, more men of this generation are
intimately involved with their children,more
of them have taken on roles as equal participants in loving relationships.
"And I think this generation is still much
more politically involved than earlier ones.
Just look at this reunion — you had three

active leaders of nuclear freeze movements in

three different parts of the country.
"But I guess the bottom line that sets this
generation apart is the amount of trust, the
lack of fear to express our fears to each other.
This was not your typical shake-your-hand,
good-to-see-you reunion. What you saw here
was a lot of hugging."
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ALUMNI NEWS

fall meeting in

alumni beat
by

Vem

Schipper

Alumni Director
It

has been a rewarding and rich experience for

me personally to talk with many of you in various
areas and ask you to serve as regional chairpersons
and leaders for the future involvementof Hope
College alumni on their "home turf. " This is an
opportunity to develop a strong alumni organization that is representativeand gives opportunity,to
be together in the regions where you live. Your
enthusiasticresponse is the first step in developing
the schedule of alumni activities for the coming
year. The schedule will be published in future
issuesof news from hope.
Our summer regionalmeetings, new experiences for us, have illiritedan excellent response.

Gwen Vanderwallplanned
in a

a

October. Nominationsare made by
alumni of Hope. If you have a suggestion, please
send the name to the alumni office. One year is
needed to completethe nominationprocess. Therefore, it is important to make your nominations
early. The Board actively seeks your
recommendations.
My thanks to each of you who participatedin
class reunions during 1984. Those who gave leadership to the reunions did a fine job and we are
grateful for your work. Reunions are now being
planned for next year and you have set high
standards for all who follow.

Hawaii Pacific College in Honolulu.
'44 was honored as a Paul Harris
Fellow by the Holland (Mich.) Rotary Club. Vernon was recognized for his service to the community in time and medical expertise to a number of
activities including the Ottawa County migrantprogram, Day Care, Higher Horizons, Headstart, Good
Samaritan and the Hope College clinic.
Vivian Tardiff'44 Cook retiredafter 27 years of
teaching from Zeeland(Mich.) High School
Del Vander Haar '44 designed a course. Growing
in Marriage:Experiences in MarriageEnrichment
in the Congregation. This course is sponsored
jointlyby the Reformed Church in America,the
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) and the National
at

spondent for Time magazine.

Vernon Boersma

Robert Nykamp

as "one of the finest ladies, teachers and librarians

Cruces High School. Her principaldescribed Betty

retired

after 37 years of teach-

ing from Zeeland(Mich.) High School. He was at

'20s

beautifulpark and it turned out to be a great

Zeelandfor 33 years.
Richard Jager '27 and

Studebaker mansion in South Bend, Ind. This was a

guests of the Toronto, Canada Department of Tour-

of Military Historians and secretary for The Marine

ism as "Millionaires for a Week",

Corps HistoricalFoundationand the 1st Marine

real

topper as an alumni gathering and involved

graduates from as recent as 1983 to those from the

50-YearCircle.Representing Hope was Professor
Don Williams. The film "Legacies" was presented
by College Relations Director Tom Renner. Our
final summer gathering is at Green Lake, Wis.,
where we will have a full afternoon of activity,
including a boat ride on Green Lake and dinner.
Read elsewhere in this issue of the special Ad
Hoc Reunion. We thank Rich Williamsand Jeff
Gray for staying with the idea, developing the
communications,
planning events, and, most of all,
"seeing it through."It proved to be a worthwhile
experience for Hope College and we believe for the
participantsat the gathering.

Hope's 1984 Annual Golf Outing on July 17th
saw 105 participants(a new record) respondto
Chairperson Tim Hillegonds' firing of the gun at 1
p.m. for the start. Alumni from the Classes of
1933-84,men and women, along with parents and
friendstoured the 18-hole Holland Country Club.
The scramble tournament saw the four-man team
of Bob Kuiper, Jack Leenhouts,Cecil Helmink and
Bob Barkema capture the crown with a 62. The
women's team of Elle Kuiper, Thelma Leenhouts,
Shirley Helmink and Ellen Barkema led the women. Prizes were also awarded for other golfing
achievements and 10 door prizes were given.
Dinner was attended by 92 of the guests with a
special program presented by the Hope Summer
Repertory Theatre and M1AA Basketball Champion
Coach Glenn Van Wieren.
The 1985 outing is set for July 16th with alumnus Rick Vanden Berg as chairperson. Mark your
calendar and plan to be with us in '85.
Homecoming 1984 will be held on October 1921. Mark this date on your calendar because a well
planned and wide variety of events is in store.The
calendar of events is found in this issue of news
from Hope. We extend the invitationto all former
members of the Chapel Choir to contact Roger
Rietberg and join the current Choir for our Sunday
morning worship. This has become a fine tradition,
and one of the highlights of our

Homecoming

Weekend.
PhyllisBrink Bursma, the new president of our

Alumni Association, is anxious to move forward
with a variety of activities for Hope College Alumni
in 1984 and 1985. John Nordstrom and Cindy
Pocock of the Development Office also express their
appreciationto the many alumni who gave of their
time to organize phonathonsand serve as class reps,
and to all alumni who participatedin the 1984
Annual Fund that has been completedsuccessfully.
The Alumni Board will be making selections
for the 1985 Distinguished Alumni Awards' at the

wife and daughter were
a

never to be

forgotten experience.

Henry Shaw

Lester

'30s
Bert Bossenbroek '32 is the president of the Board
of Directors,Warwick ConferenceCenter.

Hilda Lanting '34 Bossenbroek is a volunteer at
St. John's Riverside Hospital in Yonkers,NY.
Weldon Rumery '35 was awarded the Liberty Bell
award during Law Day ceremoniesin Allegan,
Mich. This award is given annually to someone
who is not an attorney and active in community

'50s
Nels Stegeman'50, retiredfrom the Zeeland
(Mich.) Public School system.The last five years,
he taught fifth grade. He spent the other 29 years
as an elementaryprincipaland teacher.
Lois Taylor '51 Boslooper is a charter member of
St. Thomas Aquinas College chapter of Alpha Sigma Lambda and is the oldest member of the largest
class

in the college'shistory to graduate

cum laude.
Owen Christensen '52

is a

summa

deacon in the West-

minster (Mass.) Congregational Church.

John Piet '36, professor of English Bible and missions at Western Theological Seminary since 1960,
retired in June. This fall he will become the pastor
of the Protestant Congregationof Kathmandu,

June Dunster '52 Stoppels presented a puppet
workshop at Richland (Mich.) Community Library.
The objectiveof the workshop was to explore the
history,workingsand creation of puppets and to
have fun presenting a puppet play. June teaches the
art of making puppets and the art of using them to
help children overcome shyness, show his/her fears

Nepal.

and help develop a fertile imagination.

affairs.

Shirley Plaggemars '53

Don DeKraker'40 retiredas manager of the tube
divisionof Chicago (111.)Tube & Iron Company
after

38 years. Don now lives on Silver Lake near

Saugatuck, Mich.

Chester Postma '40, pastor of the Holland (Mich.)
Fourth Reformed Church has retiredafter 41 years
of activeservicein the Reformed Church in
America.
Jerome Dejong '41, pastor of the Grand Rapids
(Mich.) Bethany Reformed Church celebrated his
40th anniversary as a pastor.
B. T. Vander

Woude

Dykema

is

the coordi-

newsletter.Spectra as crediting his speech prothe late William Schrier and his high school

teacher,Matthew

Van Oostenburg

'22 with

part-time ministry.
sixteen Church

Wom-

Hans Veening

John Zwyghuizen '59

is

the pastor of Rockford

'60s
John Bryson '60 has been the directorof choral
music and social studies teacher for 24 years at
Spring Lake Jr.-Sr.High School. John is also the
directorof music and fine arts at Christ Community Church.
Jerry Hill '61 is offering a free newsletter to people

who write him at 1498 La Quinta Dr., Nipoma,
Calif. 93444. He notes he'd like to hear from the
following: Mike Blough, Frank Dooley,Pat Oonk
Dolittle, Marshall Elzinga, Jim Mohr, Gary
Schadewald, Rolland (Pooch) Schut, Roger
Woltman, Paul Weigerink.
Carol Sikkema '62 Kamper, a human factors
engineer-with IBM, is also the president of the
Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board.
Merwyn Scholten '63, following 11 years of service with the Michigan State Medical Society, is
now the executive directorof the West Virginia
State Medical Association in Charleston. He invites
any Hopeites who happen to be in the area to give
him a call.
Robert Serum '63, academic dean at Nonhwood
Institutein Midland,Mich., was promoted to processor of English.

Bucknell University, received a grant from the

LorraineFilibert '65 Thien and her family just
returned from a National GeographicSociety spon-

Division of InternationalPrograms at -the National

sored expedition studying the evolution of flower-

Science Foundation. The grant will be used to
support Hans sabbaticalleave in the Netherlands,

ing plants by studying plant-insectrelationshipsin

where he will be a visitingprofessor at the University of Amsterdam.

Jay

'53,

professor of chemistry at

en United Leaders representing ten denominations

Winnie Koopsen '54 Oakland teaches first grade

and 14 states who participatedin a 16-day Peace
Causeway to the Soviet Union. This historicvisit, a
"first"by a totallyecumenical women's delegation,
was undertakenin response to an invitationfrom
the Russian Orthodox Church.
Everett Kleinjans '43 is a professor of humanities

in the Kalamazoo (Mich.) Public Schools.
Bea Smith '54, retiredafter 17 years as a teaching
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in Lansing.

Co.

Jagt '53 was quoted in the February
issue of the Speech Communication Association's

launching his political career. Guy was also the

of

one year prior to entering private pediatricpractice

in June.

Park.

Guy Vander

honored by an open house at the Peace Reformed
Church in Eagen, Minn. It was a celebrationof
their 40th wedding anniversary and retirement after
40 years of full-timeministry in the Reformed
Church in America.In addition to their present
ministry with a Laotian Congregation,
B. T. had
also served Reformed Churches in Illinois, Iowa,
Minnesotaand Washington. B. T. will continue in
Beth Marcus '42 was one

1971. Upon his return to the United States,he
joined the faculty at the University of Michigan for

graduation speaker at Holland (Mich.) High School

Robert Perkins '53 retiredfrom over 32 years of
government servicewith the National Park Service
and the U.S. Forest Service. His last position was
that of outdoorrecreation planner on the BridgerTeton National Forest in northwestWyoming. Bob
stillis involved in outdoor work and works as a
volunteer park employee at Grand Teton National

fessor,

'41 and his wife were

medical missionary in India from 1966 through

Robert Jackson '64 is the pastor of the First
Reformed Church in Hasbrouck Heights, N.J.
Robert Jones '64 is the employee relationsmanager for Plastics Business Operations of GeneralElectric Company in Mt. Vernon, Ind.
William Cathcart'65 is the general manager of
KAAL-TV in Autin, Minn.
Gerald Hagans '65 is the associatepastor at Central United MethodistChurch in Muskegon, Mich.
Robert Hecht '65 is directorof corporate communicationsat Harbor Industriesin Grand Haven,
Mich.
Edith Holleman '65 is the assistantattorney general for New York State.
Lana TenBrink '65 is the branch manager of the
New York uptown officefor Exxon Office Systems

nator for DeGraaf Nature Center in Holland, Mich.

'40s

'55 is on the staff of the Cold-

Company

'49 is the president of The

Division Association.

Kuyper '28, former professor of Old Testament at Western Theological Seminary,taught the
Zeeland(Mich.) Second Reformed Church's adult
class for six weeks. Lester'stopic was "Job: Suffering As A Problem for Christians."

Veldman

water (Mich.) Regional Center. Jerold served as a

;(Mich.) Reformed Church.

evening. Southwest Michigan and northern Indiana
alumni held a dinner at "Tippicanoe," the historical

his

Jerold

well.

New Mexico Association of Classroom

ry Graves of the Office of College Relations. Deadreceivingitems for the next issue is Sept. 20.

Community Sin-

gles Sunday AfternoonGrowth Series in Spring
Lake, Mich., on the subject of anger.

Paul Van Dort '47

the

Teachers Bulletin.Betty is the librarianat Las

line for

chaplain of Pine Rest Chris-

he has known and as a wonderfulhuman being."

in

Class notes and other alumni information sections
in news from Hope College are compiled by Marjo-

picnicof Dallas alumni

'55,

Hospital, spoke to the Christ

Paul Van Faasen '56, chairman of the biology
departmentat Hope College, was re-electedto the
Holland(Mich.) Board of Education.
Paul Wiegerink '58 has retiredas the coach of
Ottawa Hills High School track team. Paul will
continue to teach mathematics.
Harold Gazan '59 is the Michigan Department of
Social Services'new special servicesadministration
director.Harold had been the head of regulatory
servicesand will continue to head that bureau as

Presbyterian Mariners.
Betty Fuller '47 Meiners was featured in an article

class notes

tian

principalfor Zeeland(Mich.) Public Schools. She
had also been a teacher or principalfor 13 years in
the West Ottawa School Distria.
L. Bruce Van Voorst '54 is the Pentagoncorre-

New Caledonia.
Heilman '67 is the administrator of Rob-

binswood Living Center in Grand Haven, Mich.
John Mulder '67, president of LouisvillePresbyterian Theological Seminary,received a Doctor of
Humane Letters from Centre College.
Adrian Slikkers'67 is the nonhem California
distrin manager for Ross Laboratories,a division of
Abbott Laboratories.
David Bruininks '68 is the program directorfor a

NINETEEN

new ministry calledDiscipleship Ministries, Inc.,
based in Holland, Mich. The purpose of Disci- •
pleship Ministries is to train pastors and lay people
in evangelism/discipleshipprograms.

Doreen Adolphs '68 Stuart resigned after 15
years of teaching math to become a full-time
housewifeand mother.
Thomas Bruggink '69 is an associateprofessor at
Lafayette College in Easton, Pa. Thomas has done
extensive research on pricing systems of water
utilities and has published several articles in journals in his field. He is currently working on a
textbook on statistics.

Donald Kronemeyer '69 is the
ager for RCA Corporation.

district

rededicated his life to serving Jesus Christ, his
master.

Windover has completedbasic train-

Studies of Administration in Fountainebleau,

'72 was one of the performers
the 1984 Tulip Time Organ Concerts. Thomas
finalist

in the 1983 National Organ Competi-

tion in Fort Wayne, Ind. He serves as Dean of the

Muskegon-LakeshoreChapterof the American
Guild of Organists and has served as president of
the Holland(Mich.) Piano Teacher's Forum and the
HollandCommunity Concert Association. Thomas
teaches organ and piano in the Hollandarea and is
an active free-lanceperformer.
Gary Hayden '72, editor and reporter for Today

a senior systems

Newspapers,participatedas an interviewer on Meet
the Mayors, a program broadcast by

'70s

family

is

Church in Dalton, Ga., where he directsnine choirs
and plays for the services.For the past four years
Glenn has received a grant from the Jonas Foundation to further the music experiences of students in
the Dalton and Whitfield County Schools.
Phil Tapper! '72 is the pastor of Rose Garden

Mary Koeppe

the manager of financial
is

and planning, and

will assist in

the develop-

ment of financialoperating plans and objectives.
William Nicholson '72 is the assistantzone manager for OldsmobileDivision's ChicagoZone.
Phyllis DeVries '72 Peake is a geophysicist-interpreter for Texaco-Latin America/West Africa in

children'sservices,Florence Crittenton

Services,Travelers Aid and developing a new agen-

cy-widevolunteer program.
David Rigg '70 is the developmentalsystems manager for the Medical University of South Carolina

Texas.

in Charleston.

Bellaire,

Jane Benedict '70 Schreuder is directorof business developmentin Kellogg Company's corporate
development department.
Catherine Gallouet '71 Schutterattended a NEH
Seminar in French literarycriticismat Princeton

Glenn Pride '72 was one of

University.

Sharon Tucker '71 is a senior systems writer in
corporate communicationsat Bank of America's
world headquarters in San Francisco, Calif.

Texas.

a

trols

Services Inc. Christine is responsible for

&

is

responsible for the die cast division'sfinancialcon-

volunteer coordinator for

sales training video.

organist-choirmaster of the First Presbyterian

Brian Huntsman '72

control and planning of Sealed Power Corporation's
Die Cast Division in Dowagiac, Mich. Brian

ChristinePowers '70

AT&T

Robert Zilinski '73 is the area manager, Latin
America for Union Texas Petroleumin Houston,

the performersat the
1984 Tulip Time Organ Concerts. Glenn is the

in M.D. Magazine.

of Plano, Texas.

management and long-range planning.
Bradford Williams '73 is a partner in CFA Productions Ltd., a company specializingin creative
visuals (props, masks, puppets, graphics, and costumes) for theatre,film, televisionand print. His
latest projectis puppetry, set design, directionand
gic

Carolyn Borgert '74 is the general manager of
Designer Depot #2009 in Niles, 111.
Rena Buchan '74 is the coordinator of village
community programs at the University of Florida.
Jack Klunder '74 is the minister at Mason County
Reformed Church near Ludington, Mich.
Sandra Brown '75 is an assistantprofessor in the
departmentof psychiatry at the University of Californiaat San Diego. Sandra has a three year grant
from the National Instituteof Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholismto study adolescent drinking problems.
Susan Hermance '75 Fedak is choir directorand
cantor at Our Lady of Mount Carmel Church in
Ridgewood,N.J. Susan is also a music teacher at
St. Francis ElementarySchool in Haskell, N.J., and

York. Gary had an article on bald eagles published

Charles Hall '70 is the regional trust coordinator
for Hamilton Bank in Lancaster, Pa.
Harold Hilliard '70 is a police officerfor the city

Human

WOR-TV New

France. Deborah will research and lectureon strate-

produrtion of an

private voice teacher.
'75 Luidens will begin graduate

study in biochemistry at Albany (N.Y.) Medical
College in August.

Robert Luidens '75 is the pastor of Altamont
(N.Y.) Reformed Church.
Joan Powers '75 Parr is a medical assistant.Following graduation she was a licensedanimal technician and a respiratory therapist.
Ron Paulson '75 is the owner of Michigan's oldest
departmentstore, J. H. Cronin's Dry Goods in
Marshall, Mich.
Richard Van Oss '75 was one of the performers at
the 1984 Tulip Time Organ Concerts. Richard is
the organist and director of the junior choir at
Maple Avenue Christian Reformed Church in Holland, Mich.
Margo Merchant '75 Wright is an independent
search consultant affiliated with an executive/sales
search firm in Glen Ellyn, 111.

John Bush '76 is the food service directorat
Marquette University.
Richard Carlson '76 was one of the performersat
the 1984 Tulip Time Organ Concerts. Richard is
the assistantorganist at All Saints' Episcopal

Church in Thomasville, Ga. He also has appointments on the music facultiesof Valdosta State
College in Georgiaand Hope College.
Laura Wingeier '76 Diettnann is a homemakerin
Seale, Ala.

Thomas Doerr

'76 will join the law firm of
Lowenstein,Sandler, Brochin, Kohl, Fisher, Boylan

Part of a series

. .

and Meaner in Roseland, N.J., in September.
Renato Donato '76 is the New York State Assem-

.

bly regional coordinator.
David Dunning '76 is the production manager at

Remember Hope

Advance Weights Systems,Inc., jn Grafton, Ohio.
Kathie Leight '76 Dunning is a registrationclerk
at Southwest GeneralHospital in Middlesburg
Heights, Ohio.
Eric

Through

Life

that giving through

to supplement their support of
Please send

me

in

D

life

insurance is

Carol Yeckel '76 Gerber was the stage directorfor
Innocents, a Buddy Holly revue performed in

a

simple way

confidence and withput obligation:

Answers to Questions Often

Wills

Informationabout establishing an Endowed Scholarship Fund
Planning Your Giving, a booklet which describes how to make a

---- -- ---

planned

gift or

bequest to Hope College

Return to John H. Greller, Director of Planned Giving, Hope College, Holland, Mich.
(616,) 392-51 11, ext

Name

--

Address

-

City, State, Zip

TWENTY

2040

-- -

-

-

-

Ann

Arbor.

Hope.

"Giving Through Life Insurance"
How to Write a Will That Works— 40

Asked About

resident in general surgery at

The University of Michigan MedicalCenter in

Insurance
Many people have found

Endean '76 is a

-

49423

liaison

between AMSA and the National Council on

the Aging

at

was a

analyst for Detroit (Mich.) Edison.

Student's Association (LAMSA). Lise is also the

marketingtraining program in Dallas,Texas, has

Thomas Gouwens

Ann

Arbor.

sales man-

Task Force on Aging of the American Medical

Steve Farrar '73 is the principalof Washington
ElementarySchool in Holland, Mich.
Deborah Schellenberg '73, assistantprofessor at
Texas A&M University, was awarded a Fullbright
Scholarship to study at the Institutefor European

assistantprofessor of bio-

chemistry at The University of Michigan in

the Department of Exceptional Education Seris

Bibliography.
Sue Acus '71

Wayne Frasch '72 is an

vices for PinellasCounty Schools in Florida.

Stephen VanderWeele'69

United MethodistChurch in Houston, Texas.
Michael Ebbers '73, an instructorwith IBM's

ing at Fort Jackson, S.C.

Patricia Priscoe'69 is the art consultant/specialist
for

Hendrika Vande Kemp '71 has published a book
entitled. Psychologyand Theology in Western
Thought 1672-1965: A Historicaland Annotated

New

York City.
Janet Wertz '76 Gunnis is secretary for Citicorp
DiriersClub direct marketingdivision.
Richard Hopkins '76 is the assistantvice president
in charge of deposit servicesand data processing for
Grand Rapids (Mich.) Mutual Federal.
Nancy Lambert '76 is the directorof recreational
therapistsat Belchertown(Mass.) State School.
Mary Ann Reed '76 Rogers is a claims adjuster
for automobileinsurance in Tampa, Fla.
Karen Dimon '76 Shidemantle is attending a
seminary in Ohio.
Craig Van Assen '76 has resigned as varsity
basketballcoach at Kenowa Hills High School in
Grand Rapids.
Michael VandenBerg '76 is the pastor at First
Reformed Church of Lafayette, Ind.
David Blauw '77 is a minister in Blawenburg,N.J.
Philip Bosch '77 is a resident in urology at the

(NCOA).

James Hess '77 is a residentin orthopedic surgery
in Drayton Plains,Mich.
Steven Hoogerwerf'77 is an associateminister at
United Reformed Church in Somerville, N.J. Steven will direct and develop the church's educational,
youth and outreach ministries.
Mary Elhart '77 Kraai is an associatedirectorof
admissions at Hope College.
Dorothea Megow '77 is a cost analyst in
Australia.

Bob Namar '78 has received teaching certification
from the University of Texas in Austin.
Ned Pfeiffer '77 teaches at Alma (Mich.) College.
Karen Sikkema '77 is a teacher in Nairobi, Kenya.
Michael Van Hemert '77 is an attorney in
Brookline, Mass.
Marion Voetberg '77 is a word processor in
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Mary Jo Bertsch '78 is a physician in Chicago, 111.
Judy Dunlap '78 Bultman is a medical technologist in Tempe, Ariz.
Tom Bultman '78 is a student at Arizona State
University.

David Crisman '78 is a hydrogeologist for the
state of Minnesota.
Joseph Dellaria '78 is a senior research chemist at
Abbott Labs in North Chicago, 111.
Eileen Doyle '78 Flower does filming of public
serviceannouncements for the Toledo-Lucas
County Public Library, teaches clowning, sings with
the Toledo (Ohio) Symphony Choraleand is the
Chorale librarian.

Margaret Lubbers '78 Quesada received the National ResourceFellowship from the U.S. Department of Education for the 1984-85 academicyear.
Margaretis a Ph.D. candidate in the departmentof
linguisticsat Michigan State University in East
Lansing.

John Savage '78 is the assistantdirectorof food
and beverages at Crown Plaza Hotel in Stamford,
Conn.
John Schrier'78 has joined the law firm of
O'Toole, Stevens, Johnson, Knowlton, Potter,Rolf
in Muskegon, Mich.
Dale VanderPol '78 is a chemical engineer in Port
Arthur,Texas.
Audrey Veldman '78 is a retail manager in Long
Beach, Calif.

Mark Vredevelt '78 is a pastor in a Reformed
Church in Casnovia, Mich.
Mark Boelkins '79 is a resident in internalmedicine in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Marsha Stegeman '79 Converse is a teacher with
the Jenison (Mich.) School District.

James Davidson'79 is a research chemist at ParkDavis in Holland, Mich.
William Fortney '79 is a computer systemsanalyst
in Dearborn,Mich.
Barbara Schlosser '79 Francisis a rehabilitation
teacher for the blind in Albany, N.Y.
Lily Frasch '79 is a physical therapistin Colorado
Springs, Colo.

Daniel Huizenga '79 is a graduate student at the
University of Minnesota.
Larry Jackson '79 is the minister at Second Reformed Church in Qrand Haven, Mich.
Sue Kallemyn '79 is a stockbroker in Bloomington, Minn.
Clifton

Merrow

'79 is a graduate student at the

University of Utah.

Bradley Norg '79
Kalamazoo,Mich.

is

a respiratory therapistin

Timothy Panek '79 is an industrialhygenist
Eli Lilly & Company in Terre Haute, Ind.

for

Steven Peasley '79 is an accounting supervisor in
Grandville, Mich.
Ken Potter '79 works for Young Life in Ann
Arbor, Mich.
Glennyce Russcher-Paetzmann '79 is performing
with the Indianapolis (Ind.)ShakespeareFestivalas
lady MacBeth in MacBeth and Ursula in Mitch Ado
About Nothing.
Peggy Maatman '79 Sonke is a mechanicalinspector for Lear Siegler,Inc. in Wyoming, Mich.
Leah Sunderlin '79 is a research technician for
Biotechnology Division of CorporateResearchof
Amoco Research Center in Naperville, 111.
Janet Swanson '79 will be attending Harvard University in the

fall.

Donald Williams

'79 has completedformal train-

ing for a Ph.D. in medical psychologyat the
University of Alabama in Birmingham. He earned
several honors for research in the area of headache
and was chosen as the outstanding graduate student. Donald is currently doing a residency in
neuropsychologyat the University of Florida Medi-

University of California.
Lisa Burger '77 is the assistantathleticdirectorat

Center, specializingin headacheand head injury
and their treatment and rehabilitation.He has presented and published several scientific papers in the

the University of Maine at Orono.

area of headache.

Mimi Baar

Robert Zendler '79

'77

Bush

has accepted a call with her

husband to pastor Covenant Reformed Church in
Muskegon freights,Mich.
Jane Chapman '77 is a legislativeassistantand
office manager in Washington, D.C.
Debra Osterink '77 Dussault is a preschool teacher and homemakerin Grandville, Mich.
Lise Hager '77 is the national coordinator of the

cal

is

an intern at Flint (Mich.)

Osteopathic Hospital.

'80s
Don Batdorf '80

is a

personnel specialist living in

Kentwood, Mich.
Robert Bos '80 is an alcoholiccounselor

for

Com-
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munity Services for the city of Portsmouth,Va.
Beth Botsis '80 performedthe roles of Geraldine in
A Hand of Bridge, Suky Tawdry in Beggar's Opera
and Nora in Riders to the Sea with the Maryland
Opera Theater and did solo recitals in Washington,
D.C. Beth will be performingwith the Washington
Opera at the Kennedy Center for the Fall '84
season.

Sheryl Busman '80 is the assistantlibrarianat
Georgetown Township Public Library in Jenison,
Mich.
Lynn Devendorf '80 is a Volunteer in Missionfor
the UtkeaguikPresbyterian Church in Barrow,
Alaska. She is in charge of the Sunday school
program and activities program for the elementary
and pre-school children.

Pamela Prater '80 Ennis has accepted a

call

as

Denver, Colo.

Senator Carl Levin.

Ron

Patricia Stours Genesemer '81 is a student at
Catholic University in Washington,D.C.

Colleen Craig '83 Bajema is a learning disabilities
teacher at North Newton (Ind.)Schools and is
working towards a master's degree at Purdue

waiting to hear from a graduate program at the

University.

Covenant Presbyterian Church in Fenton, Mich.
Brian will have specialresponsibilityin youth

Suzanne Galer '81 has won

a

fellowship and

teaching assistantshipto the State University of
New York at Stony Brook. She will be studying for
a

master's in vocal performance.

Clark Coding '81 is the senior assistantmanager
at Holly's Landingin Saginaw,Mich.
Meredith Hull '81 is a life policy change analyst
for Farm Bureau Insurance Group of Michigan.
Mary Reinecke '81 House is a graduate student in
dance education at Texas Womens University.
Nan Hussey '81 is the manager of Arvey Paper &
Supplies in Evanston,

Patricia Kruis '81 is a news reporter in Portland,
Ore.
Terri Land '81 works for the Kent County Re-

Genesemer '80 works for Bruce Farr Yacht
Designer in Annapolis, Md.
Diann Graham '80 is the unit manager of the

Mich.
Susan Ward '81 Langejans is the directorof
student activities at Hope College.
Tracy Larsen '81 was named to the Order of Coif,
a national law school honor society. He was also
executive editor of the Indiana Law Journal, a
member of the Moot Court Team, and was named
to the 1984 Who's Who Among American Law
Students. He now works for the law firm of Warner, Norcross and Judd in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Scott Lokers '81 is a student at Western TheologicalSeminary in Holland, Mich.
Phyllis Montanari '81 is the music therapistin
the mental health unit at Arden Hill Hospital in
Goshen, N.Y:
Alan Murray '81 is a designer at InteriorFacilities
Associates in New York City. Alan is also a gradu-

Children's National Medical Center in Washington,

D.C.
Kiysten Bush '80 Hartman is an elementary
teacher in Plainsboro, N.J.

James Hoekstra '80 is doing a residency in emergency medicine at the University of Cincinnati.
Demetra Holly '80 is a systemsprogrammer at
Farm Bureau Insurance in Lansing, Mich.
David Huizen '80 is a safety specialist in Grandville, Mich.
Joanne Southwick '82 Jellison is a nurse at
Butterworth Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Mary Peterson '80 Johannes is an attorney for
the American Bankers Association in Washington,
D.C.
Philip Johnson '80 is a counselor in Kalamazoo,
Mich.
Erik Jul '80 is a graduate student and teaching
associateliving in Columbus, Ohio.
Peter Kuiken '80 is a captain in the U.S. Marine
Corp stationed in Jacksonville,N.C.
Christopher Lawson '80 is a programmer for
Wang Systems in Lowell, Mass.
Brenda Dieterman '80 Mackinnon is a homemaker and mother living in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Paul Martens '80 is a carpenterandpainter living
in Holland, Mich.
Michelle Martin '80 is directing "A Little Night
Music" at the COA Musical Theater in Muskegon,
Mich. Also involved in the show are: David Wik-

man

'62 as musical director,Patti Filka '82 as

assistantmusical director and Cynthia Bates '73

Twining who Is in the cast.
Lynne Maxwell '80 is a staff member for

the 4th

district congressional campaign committee in South
Haven, Mich.
Michael McFaden '80 is an entertainer living in
Muskegon, Mich.
Debra Sue Meeuwsen '80 is an associate, research
analyst for Northeast Utilities in Rocky Hill, Conn.
Paul Nedervelt '80 is an engineer for Boeing Co.,
in Seattle,Wash.
Mary Hector '80 Orange is a teacher in the
Bradenton(Fla.) Christian School.

Jennifer Elliott'80

Shoup

is a staff

writer at the

ChesapeakeCampus of TidewaterCommunity College. Her duties include writing promotionaland
informational material for the college and tech
seminars in grammar and punctuation to communiCarla

Hoover '80 Snyder

is a

contract admin-

GeneralDynamics Corporation, Pomona
Division, working on Department of De-

istrator for
(Calif.)

fense contraas.

Timothy Sousley '80 is the

editor of the Mt.

Pleasant (Tenn.) Record and a staff writer for The
Daily Herald in Columbia.
Patricia Walker '80 Stokes is working in producer
and industry relationsat Eastern Milk Producers in
Syracuse, N.Y. Patriciais also on the New York
State Board of Dirertors for the Dairy of Distinction Program,
Marc Vlietstra '80 is a salesmanlivingin

Wyo-

ming, Mich.
Deborah Walker '80 is doing a pediatricresidency
at William Beaumont Hospital in Royal Oak, Midi.
Michael Walters '80 is in property management in
Hackensack,N.J.
Steven Angle '81 has qualifiedas a certified public
accountant and is associated with Yeo & Yeo Certified Public Accountantsin Kalamazoo,Mich.

Thomas

Boerigter '81 is a teacher at the Institute

Educacional Franklin in Lima Peru.

Paul Bosch '81 is finishinghis master's degree at
Ohio University, Athens and will start a doctoral
program in zoology at Arizona State University in
the

publican Finance Committee in Grand Rapids,

fall.

RussellChambers '81 is the manager of the
Grand Prix Room Restaurant in Detroit, Mich.
Michael Dalman '81 is a teacher at Colon Community Schools.
Nancy Dirkse '81 DeWitt is an associatewith the
law firm of McGuiness & Williamsin Washington,
D.C.
Scott DeWitt '81 is a legislative assistantin the
area of foreign affairs and health and education to
Congressman Elwood Hillis.

Tom DeWeert '81 is a third year medical
at Wayne State University in Detroit.
Laura Press '81 Franskoviak

is a

student

sodal worker in

ministry.
is

teaching English in Japan until

1986.

Mon-

Jill

Broersma '84 works

for

Haworth, Inc.,

in

terey (Calif.) Instituteof InternationalStudies.

Dallas, Texas.

Chandler '83 works in the finance department
of the Republican National Committee in Wash-

John Bryson '84 is an admissions counselor at
Hope College.
Lori Flock '84 is attending Pennsylvania College of
PodiatricMedicinein Philadelphia.
Joy Huttar '84 was a performerin the 1984 Tulip
Time Organ Recitals. Joy is the organist at Grace
Episcopal Church in Holland, Mich.
Susan Latham ’84 is doing arts administration/promotion at PerformingArtservices,Inc., in
New York City.
Michele Parker '84 is an assistantmedia account

Jill

ington, D.C.
Prince Corporation in Holland, Mich.

Beck Greene '83 studies at Marcia's School of
Dance in Wyandotte, Mich. Beck danced with the
American Ballet Company's performanceof "Cinderella" at the Detroit Masonic Temple.
Julia Huttar '83 was a performerin the 1984 Tulip
Time Organ Recitals.Julia will be attending the
University of Michigan continuing graduate studies
in organ and church music.
Julie Johnson '83 works at Donnelly Mirrors in
Holland, Mich.
Kathleen Olson '83 works in the
telex/communications
departmentof a commodity
clearinghouse in Chicago, 111.
Lisa Paauwe '83 obtained a 3.98 gpa at Notre
Dame this past year and has won a scholastic
scholarship for 84-85.

Delynn Reynolds

'83 is a graduate student at the
University of Denver, Colo.

representativefor Information Resources, Inc., in
Chicago, 111.

Anthony Turner

'84 is a systems analyst for J.C.

Penney Co., in Milwaukee,Wis.

OKE

anniversary

The FraternalSociety is celebratingits
150th anniversary on Oct. 19 & 20 as part of
Homecoming.

ate student in science of design at Pratt Institutein

Brenda VanderWerff'83

Brooklyn, N.Y.

(Wis.) Papers Inc.

Events include a stag literary meeting with
humor and a dinnerdance at the elegant Amway Grand Hotel in
Grand Rapids. Overnight accomodations are

Tim Van Dyke

'83 works for the Ottawa County
Friend of the Court.

available.

Greg Ver Beek '83 is a marketingassociatewith
Dynaquest Corporation in Chicago, 111.
Robert Weeks '83 is a law student at Wayne State
University in Detroit, Mich.
Susan White '83 is teaching English in Japan for
the next two years at Hokuriku Gakuin High

of Prater

Lori

Fox-Rhem '81

is

the director of membership

servicesand finances,for The Association for the

Advancement of Psychologyin Washington,D.C.
Carol Bechtel '81 Reynolds is a doctoral student
in religiousstudies at Yale University.

Diane Sadler '81 is a teacher in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
ChristineSimpson '81 Dunn is a quality control
inspector for Nabisco Brands Inc., in Holland,
Mich.
Deborah TerHaar '81 is an assistantmanager of

Martin Schoenmaker'83

Wayne

is a

medical student at

serious history & lots of

State University in Detroit,Mich.
is a

chemist at Appleton

Send inquiries to Dr. Lee Berens, President
Alumni, c/o Alumni Office, Hope
College,Holland, Mich. 49423 (616)
392-5111, ext. 2030. Hotel reservations
should be made directly with the Amway

Grand

Plaza, Pearl

NW

at

Monroe, Grand

Rapids, Mich. 49503 (616) 774-2000.

School.

Franco's Ristorante in Boulder, Co.

Yolanda Tienstra'81 is a 3rd year law student at
the University of Wisconsin-Madisonand is working this

summer in the law

and Relies,P.C.
Nola Van Alstine'81

is a

anchor

firm of Clifford,Platz,
dancer in

New York

City.

Craig Van Arendonk '81 is a computer systems
analyst in Milwaukee,Wis.
Theresa Ann Morency '82 Antinozzi is a language instructorfor Alexandria (VA) City Schools.

Mark Bajema '82 is a

caseworker in medical as-

sistanceand child welfare for the State of Indiana

Cathleen Bast '82

is

NEW

A

and Newton County.
a high school teacher and

head resident at Hope College.

DIRECTION

Leslie Bethards '82 is a graduate student at North
Carolina State University.

Richard Blake '82

is a

graduate student at Stan-

ford (Calif.) University.

Susan Boundy '82

is a

student at Cal Tech in

Pasadena, Calif.

Bonnie De Young '82

ty industries.

InternationalBusiness Administration at the

University of Heidelberg, West Germany.
Brian Berkey '84 is a summer intern at Tyrone

John Brender '84

Thomas Conroy '83 works in quality control at

111.

directorfor aging resources for the Senate of MidAtlantics.
Scott

Charles Bell '83 is a graduate student at the
University of Nebraskawhere he won the Leta
Powell Drake Award for best actor.
Michael Blanksma '83 will pursue a Masters of

Bates '84 is working in Palm Beach. Fla., and

is a

second year graduate

student at University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Leanne Fiet '82 is the assistantdirectorat Beth
Shan (Elim School) in Palos Heights, 111.
Matthew Gaffney '82 is a software engineer living
in Manchester,N.H.
Tom Hop '82 is a regional sales manager for DMH
Company in Oklahoma and Texas.
Tim McGee '82 is a Redman Tobacco salesmanin
central and southernFlorida.
James Milas '82 is the owner of Sound Waves in
Grand Haven, Mich.
Nancy Piersma '82 is the program directorfor
Arab Women's Council in Arlington, Va.
David Rhem '82 is a summer associatefor the law
firm of Landman, Luyendyk, Latimar, Clink and
Robb in Muskegon, Mich.
ElizabethRobinson'82 is an office manager in
Washington,D.C.
Mark Schrier '82 works for John Riehle Insurance
Brokers in Manhatten,N.Y.
Jayne Sloan '82 is a waitress in Wauconda, 111.
Gregory Stewart '82 was the top undergraduateat
The University of Michigan engineering school and
a member of Quarterdeckand Tau Beta Pi, a
national engineering honor society.
Ed Stinson '82 works for the CPA firm of Siegfried,Crandall, Vos & Lewis in Kalamazoo,
Mich.
Kurt Thompson '82 is a graduate student at Western Michigan University in Kalamazoo.
Jody Foy '82 Tuls is a graduate student at John
Brown University in Arkansas.
Thomas Van Moumerik '82 is in the Peace Corps
as an agriculturaladviser in Costa Rica, Central
America
Norene Walters '82 was a performerin the 1984
Tulip Time Organ Recitals.Norene will be attending the University of Michigan working on a Doctor

of Musical Arts degree.
is a legislative aide to

George Wizyinski '82
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KEEP UP WEEKLY WITH COLLEGE NEWS
AND STUDENTS’ VIEWS FROM HOPE

COLLEGE.
SUBSCRIBE TO THE ANCHOR THIS YEAR
BY SENDING $10 AND THE FORM BELOW
TO:

_-_

ANCHOR, HOPE COLLEGE, HOLLAND,
would
1985.

I

like

to subscribeto the

Ml,

Hope CollegeAnchor

for

49423.
the period of September 1984 to

I enclose a check or money order for $10, payable to the Hope CollegeAnchor. Send
Anchor, Hope College, Holland, Ml 49423

NAME

to

May

the

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP

The Anchor, as part of Hope College, is a non-profit organization.
The Anchor does not sell its mailing list to outside organizations.

SUBSCRIPTIONSMAILED

U.S.

SECOND CLASS POSTAGE

TWENTY-ONE

1984
graduation

honors
Cum

Laude

Valerie Janet Anderson, Holyoke, Colo.
Cheryl Lynn Barbati,Highland,Ind.
Linda Bechtel, Warwick, N.Y.
David Ravi Bhasker, Livingston, N.J.
John Richard Brender, Sterling Hts., Mich.
Laura Marie Bultman, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Alison Ann Burris, Marshall, Mich.
Karen S. Button, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Duane James Carpenter, Holland, Mich.
Mitchell Scott Chinn, Farmington Hills, Mich.
David Paul Cleveland, Kalamazoo,Mich.
Jose J. Conceicao, New Haven, Conn.
Bonnie G. Corson, Jenison, Mich.
Wendy LaVinniaCrawford,Holland, Mich.
Joseph H. Doele, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Dianna Lee Dorgelo, Stevensville,Mich.
Bryn Denise Elder, Portage, Mich.
Vem James Essenberg, Jr., Grandville, Mich.

Karen Louise Ener, Naperville, 111.
JonathanC. Fowler, Lake Katrine, N.Y.
Mary J. Gaffney, Union Springs, N.Y.
Laura Kay Gibson, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Mary Alice Graham, Holland, Mich.
Susan Simpson Growney, Bloomfield, Mich.
Robert I. Higuche,Salt Lake City, Utah
Claire Lynne Ihrman, Holland, Mich.
Rebecca S. Kammer, Albion, Mich.
James Karsten, Grandville, Mich.
Lisa Klaasen, Holland, Mich.
Paula D. Koops, Holland, Mich.
Barbara Ann Krom, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
Scott S. LaVigne,Rochester, N.Y.
Lenore Mary Masiarczyk,Washington, Mich.
Jean Marie Syswerda Matthews, Holland, Mich.
John McMillan, FarmingtonHills,Mich.
Howard Jack Miller, Macatawa, Mich.
Edmund L. Moriarty, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Melissa Marie Most, Maywood, 111.
Andrew N. Nyboer, Rockford, 111.
Linda Jeanne Percy, St. Joseph, Mich.
Dawn Carmel Permesang, Holland, Mich.
JonathanW. Peterson, Muskegon, Mich.
Robin G. Pfeiffer, Spring Lake, Mich.
Mary Jo Price,Fremont, Mich.
Carol L. Pyle, Sheboygan Falls, Wise.
David Awrey Randall, Gross He, Mich.
Julie Frances Ritsema, Holland, Mich.
Mary Jo Schaap, Holland, Mich.
Stephen S. Schwander,Warwick, N.Y.
Eric Shawn Shay, Allegan, Mich.
Elizabeth Ann Smith, Arlington, Va.
Sharon K. Smith, Midland, Mich.
Rebecca Ann Stevens, Hart, Mich.
Gregory Allen Tabor, Holland, Mich.
David Jay Timmerman,Spring Lake, Mich
Anthony Allen Turner, Bumips, Mich.
Jillane VanderArk Kalkman, Denver, Colo.
Scott Randall VanArendonk, Portage, Mich.
Karla L. VanderKolk,Lansing, Mich.
Elona Denise VanGent, Zeeland, Mich.
Tyra G. Van Gilder, Lansing, Mich.
Mary Alice Weber, Elkhart, Ind.
Sharon Elizabeth Wilson, Holland, Mich.

Magna Cum Laude
Grace Joan Altena, Holland, Mich.
Nicole Emily Bertram, Grossc Pte., Mich.
Wesley David Blood, Lincoln, Mass.
Russell Frank Brown, Newfane, Vt.
Paul Buis, Hudsonville, Mich.
PatriciaCarroll Cecil, Dayton, Ohio
Marie W. DeGroot, Claremont,Calif.
Dawn Renee DeWitt, Zeeland, Mich.
Michelle Lee Dykstra, Grandville, Mich.
Lori Ann Geerligs, Grand Rapids, Mich.
David Kenneth Groeneveld,South Holland, 111.
Steven Craig Hillstead,Muskegon, Mich.
Gregory Scott Hondorp, San Jose, Calif.
Kimberly Joy Kooyers,Holland, Mich.
Melody Ruth Leavenworth,Saginaw, Mich.
Mary Lynn McNally, South Holland, 111.
Deborah Lynne Morrison, Madison Heights,Mich.
RebeccaE. Pochert, Midland, Mich.
Scott Arthur Reenders, Grand Haven, Mich.
Catherine J. Schroeder, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Marjory Anne Sikkema, Wyckoff, N.J.
Sherry L. Small, Stevensville,Mich.
Mark Andrew Slid, Mason, Mich.
Linda Kay Strouf, Manistee,Mich.
Bryon Dale VandeWege, Holland, Mich.
Todd VanderMeer, Jenison, Mich.
Jennifer Van Duyne, Flint, Mich.
Mary Lynn Van't Kerkhoff,Grand Rapids, Mich.
Thomas Vos, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Martin Jay Waalkes,Grand Rapids, Mich.
Lori Kay Wmkels, Grand Haven, Mich.
David D. Zimmer, Holland, Mich.
Summit Cum Laude
leffreyWilliam Beswick, Holland, Mich.
Beth Marie Byrne, Holland, Mich.
Joyce Elain Chandler,Media, Pa.
lames Gordon Herman, Grand Rapids, Mich.
lulie A. Hinton,Lake, Mich.
Anna Kathryn Kalmbach, Cary, Miss.
Sheila Beth Prochnow, Grand Haven, Mich.
Kevin Dale Van Oordt, Spring Lake, Mich.

TWENTY-TWO

births
Charles '80 and Marilyn Johnson '81 Aardema, Lauren Marie, June 9, 1984
Paul 75 and Deborah Maxwell 75 Cornell, Emily
Anne, June 6, 1984
James 79 and Julie Smith '80 Davidson, Andrew
William, June 15, 1984
Peter and Mary Jane Myers 75 Davidson,Chelsea
Ruth, Sept. 6, 1983
Joe 78 and Karen Dellaria,Rebecca Joy, June 26, 1984
Mark 73 and Roxanne DeRoo, Hillary Christine,
May 4, 1984
Richard and Karen Evans 76 Gould, Adam Richard,
June 30, 1984
Larry 74 and Nancy Hagberg,Nathan Joel, April 15,

Taylor Holbrook '80 and Cathleen Bast '82, June 22,
1984, Holland, Mich.
Michael Kalkman and JillaneVander Ark '84, May
18, 1984, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Mark Laman '81 and Cindy Lam, June 8, 1984, Holland, Mich.
Christopher Leu and Cindy Fowler '80, June 30, 1984,
Wichita, Kan.
Matthew Neil '82 and Kimberly Driesenga, June 8,
1984, Holland, Mich.
Harold Ockerse '85 and Mary Ghezzi '83, May 12,
1984, Holland, Mich.
Donald Penniman 77 and Dawn Sieplinga,Mar. 10,
1984, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Mark Rich '84 and Diane Fortier '83, May 25, 1984,
Holland, Mich.

Daniel Run '83 and Lafon Kortman '83, May 12,
1984, Holland, Mich.
1984
Paul Saxton 76 and CarolynScholten, May 29, 1984,
Jeff and Mary Claerbout 76 Harmeling, Michael
Holland, Mich.
Benjamin,Mar. 1, 1984
John Scholte '84 and CatherineFox '84, June 16,
Mark and Margie Johnson77 Herman, Emily Louise,
1984, Kalamazoo, Mich.
April 1, 1984
Richard Schutt and Jane Arendshorst '82, May 5,
James '80 and Sheryl Israel '81 Hoekstra, Sara Lynn,
1984, Holland, Mich.
May 4, 1984
Kevin 72 and Lynne DePree 76 Holleman, Michael C. Michael Stuart and Doreen Adolphs '68, Mar. 26,
1983, Zionsville,Ind.
Allen, April 6, 1984
Anthony Turner '84 and Carolyn Denney, July 7,
Eric '80 and Mrs. Jul, Kathryn Anne, July 21, 1983
1984, Milwaukee, Wis.
Greg 73 and Carol Kalmbacher,Gabriel Joel, April 8,
Timothy Van Dyke '83 and Marcye Brauning '83,
1984
May 26, 1984, Holland, Mich.
John 77 and Karen Wortley 79 Kleinert,JairusMatKevin Watson '81 and Nancy Schrotenboer, June 16,
thew, May 18, 1984
1984, Holland, Mich.
Jack and Mary Davis 74 Klunder, Bethany Joy, June
Dean Welsch '84 and Debra Wettack '84, June 16,
8, 1984
1984, Holland, Mich.
Donald '69 and Mrs. Kronemeyer, Loren Michael,
Brian Whalen and Janet Koopman 74, April 28, 1984,
Sept. 5, 1983
Washington, D.C.
Charles and Cheryl DeMaagd 79 Kuperus, John
Jim Woehrle and Lisle Westfall '80, June 16, 1984,
Charles, April 9, 1984
Mountain Lakes, N.J.
James and CatherineLeBoeuf 75 LaCasse, Danielle
Mike Wolffis 78 and Judy Diephouse 78, June 16,
Marie, May 8, 1984
1984, Grand Haven, Mich.
Robert 75 and Mary Koeppe 75 Luidens,Emily
Ruth, Jan. 16, 1984
Larry 79 and Barb Francis '80 Mannino, Benjamin
Lawrence,May 20, 1984
Bradley 79 and Sharon Norg, Kyle Bradley, Jan. 25,
1982 and Jeffrey Paul, Jan. 21, 1983
Edna Reeverts '26 Adams died on May 25, 1984,
Russell 77 and Heidi Sur 79 Paarlberg, Stephen
in East Lansing, Mich.
John, Mar. 26, 1984
She taught school at Big Rapids (Mich.) High
Doug and Joan Powers 75 Parr, Mitchell Douglas,
School until her marriage.
June 3, 1980 and Scott David, March 27, 1983
Mrs. Adams is survived by her husband,Lynn; a
Kurt and Debra Johnson 74 Palmer, Rebecca Ann,
daughterMary Jane Dykema; a son, Jim; grandAug. 20, 1983
children,a brother and sister.
Thomas and Lynda Robertson75 Pasqueretta, Carole
Lynn, May 17, 1980, Christine Anne, June 22,
Paul Bethka '41 died on June 18, 1984, in Scotia,
1982 and Thomas Robert, May 13, 1984
N.Y., following a brief illness.
Herbert and Phyllis DeVries 72 Peake, Kenneth
He had been a specialist in methods-process
deArthur,May 29, 1984
Rob 77 and Cindy Arnold 75 Pocock, Katherine velopment in turbine operations at GeneralElectric
Co., before his retirement. Prior to that, he had
Grymes, June 8, 1984
been an assistantmanager at Alco Produas.
James and Candy Carey 72 Porter, Margaret Ruth
Wilhelmina,May 24, 1981 and Nicholas Alan Earl,
Mr. Bethka is survived by his wife, Lenore '40;,
June 2, 1983
two daughters, Lenore Wersten and Lynne Samuel;
Michael and Rae Huizenga 71 Reed, Karen Kima sister, brother and two grandchildren.
berly, born Jan. 23, 1984, adoptedJune 14, 1984
Paul 78 and Pat Muyskens76 Toth, Rachel Anne
Muyskens-Toth, May 26, 1984
Teruyoshi74 and Mrs. Tottori,Genta, Feb. 3, 1984
Daniel 78 and Ann Helmus '80 VanEerden, Grant
Daniel, June 1, 1984
Vic and Anne Karsten '81 Van Heest, Kyle James,
Dec. 15, 1983
Dan 76 and Jeanne Van Pernis,JonathanMark, Dec.
16, 1983
Bruce and Karen Johnson-Weincr 75, Seth Isaac,
May 6, 1984
Sam and Carla Gainforth78 Williamson,Samuel
Gainforth, April 16, 1984
Noel 78 and Sue Ann VanSkiver 79 Wing, Peter
Calvin, May 3, 1984
William 75 and Susan Wolters,Megan Marie, Jan.
28, 1984
Richard 79 and Sheri Wolthuis, Stephen Richard,
April 25, 1984
Edwin and Amy Lusky 78 Wright,Robert Lee, April
16, 1984
Gary and Margo Merchant 75 Wright, Peter JustinEdward, Nov. 14, 1983
John 72 and Kimberly Zevalkink, Mary Katherine,
May 22, 1982

deaths

Howard Hoekje

'42 died on May 3, 1984, in
Corpus Christi,Texas following a short illness.
He received his Ph.D. at Rutgers University and
was a Marine Corp veteran of World War II. He
was the retired directorof research at the PPG
Technical Center in Corpus Christi and since his
retirement, he was serving as church administrator
for the First Christian Church.
Dr. Hoekje is survived by his wife, Beth; two
daughters, Carol and Barbara; one son, Peter; two
stepdaughters, Susan Elliott and Janet Calkins; two
sisters and a step-granddaughter.

Mildren Kooiman '34 Reeves died June 4, 1984.
She had also attended Western Carolina University and taught in North Carolina public schools for
25 years.
Mrs. Reeves is survived by her husband,Tom;
three sons. Reaves, Rudy and Richard; grandchildren; great-grandchildren; and a brother.
Word was received of the death of Robert Scholten '50 of cancer on March 21, 1984.

Robert Tanis 72 died on June 18, 1984,

in

Grand

Rapids, Mich., following a long illness.

He had been a paraplegic for 25 years. He
worked for Hamilton Truck Lines and Dial-A-Ride.
Mr. Tanis is survived by his parents, Emerson
and Marcia Tanis; three brothers, Lee, Jerry and
Roger; three sisters, Norma Vande Wege, Ruth and
Jean; his grandmother,Nellie Volkers; and a
friend.Rose Prins.

Word was received of the death
'25 on May 26, 1984.
Word was

of Ray

received of the death of

Van Zoren

Tom

Vickery

'71 of a heart attack.

Word was received of the death of Frances
Koeman '46 Webster of a brain tumor.
She taught in the biology departmentat Hope
College, was a director of nurses in a hospital in
Niles, Mich., and was a teacher of handicapped
home-bound children in the Holland area. She also
lead tours in Europe.
Mrs. Webster is survived by her husband,Vernon; and four children.
Clara Yntema '16 died on July

9,

1984, in Holland,

Mich., following a short illness.

She received a master's degree from The Univerof Michigan,attended Bryn Mawr girls college
in Philadelphia,and also studied one year in Rome
and Paris.She taught school for 32 years before
sity

retiring.

Miss Yntema

is

survived by a brother and four

sisters-in-law.

marriages
David Batema and Diana Beyer '81, June 30, 1984,
Grand Blanc, Mich.
Jeremy Bitchenoand Cheryl Kremer 78, Mar. 29,
1984, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Philip Bosch 77 and Mary Masek, May 26, 1984,
Laguna Beach, Calif.
Bernie Bowhuis '83 and Karen Connor, April 28,
1984, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Scott Bredeweg '80 and Rebecca Lemson, June 9,
1984, Holland, Mich.
Paul Brower '82 and Deborah Fike '84, June 2, 1984,
Holland Mich.
Tim Custer '83 and Karen Kossen '84, May 25, 1984,
Hamilton,Mich.
Jim Davidson and Debra Bruininks 79, Mar. 31,
1984, Leesburg, Fla.
James Dobson and Joan ten Hoor '66, Mar. 22, 1984,
Louisville,Ky.
James Dunn and Christine Simpson '81, April 19,
1984, Holland, Mich.
James Eickhoff '83 and Lynn Klok '84, June 2, 1984,

Kalamazoo, Mich.
Karl Elzinga '81 and Mary Stewart '82, May 26, 1984,
Holland, Mich.
John Gibson '81 and Janice Johnson '83, April 21,
1984, Holland, Mich.

Limited-Edition

Record

for

Givers

new donors and donors who increase
gifts to the 984-85 Annual Alumni Fund

All

1

the

amount

will

receive a limited

of their

special edition stereo recording “Christmas Vespers, Volume

11.”

This recording of selections from recent Christmas Vespers has

been produced by Hope College’s music department

Due

only one record per donor or alumni
being offered. Please allow six weeks for delivery.

to a limited supply,

couple

is
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tees

Sweats,

glasses to toast

all

spirited attire for

Mugs

family.

the entire

Q

and more—

your successes. Official rings

and other HOPi]
|

|

College things—

able through mail order

|

~

your

head

start

^

Or just give your

all avail-

from the Hope-'

Geneva Bookstore. With plenty
on

and

of time to get

Christmas giving.

own

school

well deserved reward.

spirit a

t
GIFT LIST 1984
(A)

(P)

NYLON PULLOVER JACKET —

Great for biking, sailing or cross-countryskiing.
00% Nylon, zip pouch pocket and hood. The cut is generous so we recommend
you order a size smaller than normal. COLORS: Navy with orange. Grey with
navy. SIZES: S, M, L, XL PRICE: S24
1

(BJ

CREW NECK SWEATSHIRT

— The crew

is

back) 50/50 blend with traditional

Designed and cast by Artcarved,Hope College rings are
men and women. We send a color brochure
with all the informationneeded to place an order.
available in a variety of styles for

SOLD TO: (PLEASE PRINT)

flocked imprint. COLORS: Navy, Grey, White. SIZES: S, M, L, XL. PRICE: $13
(C)

|CC)

HOODED PULLOVER — The campus favorite.Comfy fleece with drawstring
hood and front pouch pocket.COLORS: Navy, Orange, Grey & White. SIZES: S,
M, L, XL PRICE: $16
and elasticcuffs.

|D)

1

RAINBOW

T-SHIRT — Our bestselling T. This 50/50 shirt has multicolor stripes
"Hope College" and the anchor logo. Four great-colors: Navy,
Orange & Purple. SIZES: S, M, L, XL. PRICE $6

across the chest,
Royal,
|E)

SHORTS— Tricot nylon running shorts
COLORS: Navy, Orange,

IF)

(G)

YOUTH

|H)

|J)

|K)

Address .

that go the distance. SIZES: S, M, L, XL.

PRICE: $9

City

_

Account

#

Mouse with "Hope
seal and "Hope College" in

3-color Mickey

ne/t #

1

— same

2), L|

1

4-

description as adult.
1

1

0-

1

2),

L(

1

4-

COLORS: Navy, Orange.

SIZES:

1

6).

PRICE:

$

1

|M)

the amount of $

.

Jnterbank # (Master Card)

_

.

DESCRIPTION

SIZE

COLOR

QUANTITY

TOTAL

PRICE

OFFICE CJSE

Powder. SIZES: SX(2-

3

INFANT SWEATSUIT — For the class of 20??. 50/50 blend hooded pullover top
with raglan sleeves. Matching pants have elasticwaistband and cuffs. COLOR:
Navy. SIZES: 6mo„ 12mo., 18mo., 2T, 3T, 4T. PRICE OF SET $15
BASEBALL HAT —

The wool classicwith an adjustable strap. Navy with
embroidered orange "H". One size fits all. PRICE: $6

STADIUM BLANKET

— Wool blend with sewn-on orange "H". Comes

in a

carrying case that doubles as a cushion. PRICE. $24
|L)

in

.

PRICE: $16

6).

YOUTH SWEATPANTS— Matches above. PRICE: $13
YOUTH CREW— same as adult. COLORS: Navy, Orange,
S(6-8), M(

-State

.

SIGNATURE

YOUTH HOOD
0-

-Apt #

Expiration Date:

REQUIRED

1

_

check
money order
We honor Q Master Card Q Visa
Enclosed is

College" on oxford grey; or an orange shirt with the
navy. Specify MICKEY or SEAL. SIZES: S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-I6). PRICE: $6

4),
(I)

Silver.

T-SHIRTS— For Disney fans, a

S(6-8), M(

(GG)

Name

SWEATPANTS —

Matching sweats for the hooded pullover. Drawstring waist
SIZES: S, M, L, XL. PRICE: $ 3

_

COLLEGE RING —

LICENSE PLATE — Show

your colors. Features the college logo and
College" in orange & white on navy. PRICE: $4

COFFEE MUG —

Solid

"Hope

SEMD ORDER

TO:

java holder. A white china mug with orange and blue

\ ill

logo. PRICE: $4
|N)

PEWTER MUG

(O)

THE GLASS WITH CLASS —

— Well not

quite, but this Olde Country Reproductionssand-

casted Pewtarex makes a beautiful gift. PRICE. $13
etched Hope seal. Boxed

in

Elegant 4 oz. gold-rimmed tumblerswith an
a set of 4. PRICE: $16
1
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J^ll

1

SUBTOTAt
SHIPPING6 HANDUNG

HOPE-GENEVA

$2.00

TO™

BOOKSTORE

HOPE COLLEGE • HOLLAND, MICHIGAN 49423
Orders received by Dec. 1 will be mailed

in

time

for

Christmas. %

TWENTY-THREE

The Alumni Association salutes the faculty as part
of National Higher Education Week with several
special recognitions throughout the weekend
HOMECOMING CALENDAR
Thursday, October 18
8:00

DeWitt Theatre
A toe-tapping musical based on the gospels of Matthew and
John featuring the songs and music of Henry Chopin.

October

Friday,

10 a.m.-9
3:30
4:00
7:30
8:00

19

1:15

p.m. "Cotton Patch. Gospel"

p.m. Alumni

p.m.
p.m.

Invitational Art

Hope

Soccer,

Exhibit DePree

^

Art

9:00-11:00

„

2:1$ p.m. Football Holland Municipal Stadium

Center Gallery

Hope

vs. Adrian
BookstoreSale "Under the Tent"
Special halftime program crowning king and queen, academic
awards, recognition of the anniversary of the Fraternal Society

Adrian Buys Field
Hope vs. Adrian Holland Country Club Course

4:00-6:00p.m. Cider and Donuts

Jazz Band
Fraternity-Sorority
Open Houses —

20

Emersonian— Emersonian House
7:30

Campus Tours
Campus facilitiesare open
1

p.m. The Kletz

a.m.

is

9:30,

8:00

and

enjoyment. Tours will leave from the
10:30. The Bookstore is open from 9 a.m. to

all day.

Reunion Western Seminary Commons
Chairpersons:Cathy Walchenbach Koop, Sharon Meengs
Schrotenboer
Class of 1974

Arcadian— Dinner/Dance— James

Reunion Phelps Hall
Chairpersons:Harold Delhagen, Donna Baird Delhagen
10

a.m.

1100

a

p.m. Alumni

Invitational Art

Historical Tour of

m.

Exhibit DePree

Art

Center Gallery

Fraternal— 150th Anniversary Dinner/Dance, David

Van Gorder, President,

(616) 392-4598

House— Delphi House
Kappa Chi Luncheon Gilmore

SAC. Traditional Events— Chairperson,Beth French,
Hall Sorority

President, (616) 394-6295; Marian Aydelotte,

Luncheon Gilmore

11:00 a.m. H-Club

Knickerbocker— Dinner/Dance, David Stumpfig, President,(616) 394-6195
(616)

394-6170

Room; Le Anne Moss,
Chr., (616) 394-6861

Hall SororityRoom;

Geneva

Sunday, October 21

Graham, President, (616) 394-6667

11:30

Parsons, Chairman, (616) 394-6677

Campus, Elton Bruins, leader

Delta Phi Luncheon Denise Vandersteeg, President, (616)
394-6916; Sandy VanderBilt, Chr, (616) 394-6916; Post-Game Open

Sibylline

11:30

Bos, President,(616) 394-6657

Cosmopolitan — Dinner/Dance, Holland Elks Club — Scott Spencer, President,
(616) 392-9067;David Covell, Chairman, (616) 394-6760
Emersonian— Dinner/Dance—Richard Osterhout, President,(616) 394-6673, Bill

Class of 1979
10 a.m.-9

p.m. Film Winants Auditorium
p.m. "Cotton Patch Gospel" DeWitt Theatre

for your

10:00

open

Post-Game

Delta-Phi— Delphi House

a.m. Welcome, RegistrationDeWitt Center Lounge

DeWitt Lounge at

Kletz, DeWitt Center

Hope

Coffee

9:00

to Stadium
Led by the Grand Rapids South Christian High School Band with
Mr. Donald Drenth, Director,and including the cheerleaders.
Homecoming court, and students.Leaves from Van Raatte

Commons.

^

p.m. Film Winants Auditorium
p.m. "Cotton Patch Gospel" DeWitt Theatre

Saturday, October

p.m. Parade

vs

Cross Country,

FALL 1984

11:00

Reception DeWitt Lounge

a.m. H-Club Program 8t Luncheon DeWitt Kletz
a.m. Cosmopolitan Luncheon Cosmos House; Scott Spencer,

a.m. Morning Worship Dimnent Memorial chapel
Worship Leader: Chaplain Van Heest
Music: College choir & alumni— Roger Rietberg, Director

1:00 p.m.-9:00p.m. Alumni Invitational Art Exhibit DePree Art Center Gallery

President, (616) 392-9067;David Covell, Chairman, (616) 394-6760

For further Homecoming information contact'

Alumni Office

•

Hope College

•

(616) 392-5111, ext. 2030.
!-

